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See 2016 Acts and Resolves No. 174, Sec. 15(b).

Introduction
Act 174 (S. 260) of 2016 required the creation of a Working Group to review the current
processes for citizen participation in Public Service Board proceedings and to make
recommendations to promote increased ease of citizen participation in those proceedings.
In accordance with S. 260 Section 15(b), the Working Group was constituted of the following
members:
Senator Virginia Lyons (chair), Joint Energy Committee
Board Member Margaret Cheney, Public Service Board
Representative Tony Klein, Joint Energy Committee
Superior Court Judge Robert Mello
Commissioner Christopher Recchia, Department of Public Service
The Working Group held nine biweekly meetings between August 25 and December 6, 2016,
and one evening public hearing on October 11. In addition, members of the public attended each
biweekly meeting and were invited to make comments during the final portion of each meeting.
One such meeting was dedicated to hearing from a cross-section of participants in past Board
proceedings. These comments helped to inform the Working Group’s discussions and the final
recommendations.
The following recommendations address a wide range of citizen interactions with the Board,
from attendance at Board hearings to citizen access to documents and other written information.
They suggest ways to make it easier for citizens to participate in different locations in Vermont,
to improve the layperson’s understanding of Board processes, and to make it easier to participate
in all such processes, including contested (quasi-judicial) cases, uncontested cases such as
workshops, and rulemaking procedures. In addition, there are recommendations to minimize the
widespread confusion about the roles and responsibilities of the Board (PSB) and the Department
(PSD), which has affected ease of participation in Board proceedings.
The recommendations are also coded to bring attention to three important categories.
Recommendations preceded by *** would require a statutory change. Recommendations in
italics are currently being implemented by the Board. Recommendations highlighted in yellow
are those that mirror the spirit or the approach of Act 250, which some perceive to be more “user
friendly” than the highly technical, quasi-judicial processes of the Board.
Our recommendations also reflect and support changes that the Board has initiated, in a natural
evolution as Board membership and administrative staff have changed, the number of Board
cases affecting individual Vermonters has grown, and the Board has heard public criticism of

their experiences. For example, in response to public concerns, the Board has been holding more
site visits; and the Board drafted its 2017 net-metering rules with an eye to simplifying and
clarifying the procedures for citizen and town participation, including the creation of template
forms for would-be intervenors. In addition, the Board initiated some recent changes in its
processes in response to the reports to the Legislature by the Solar Siting Task Force (January
2016) and the Energy Generation Siting Policy Commission (April 2013). Another important
change has been the recent on-line availability of all non-confidential transcripts, which goes
beyond what is available to parties in regular court proceedings in Vermont and makes it
possible for citizens to prepare cases without traveling to Montpelier. Finally and perhaps most
significantly, the creation of “ePSB” has been under way for several years and will be on-line in
2017.
The thread of ePSB’s capabilities and promise is woven throughout these recommendations and
cannot be overestimated. Among many benefits, it will provide citizens with a free, searchable
database of Board orders and documents, allowing people to do research from home. As citizens
obtain Board orders, parties’ filings, and other case information independently and at their
convenience, there will no longer be the delays of waiting for a call to be returned or emails to be
answered. If ePSB performs as planned, it may obviate the need for additional personnel to help
citizens understand, have access to, and navigate Board proceedings.
Finally, accountability is built into these recommendations through the “progress report,” which
will analyze whether those steps that are already under way, such as ePSB, and any new
undertakings have had their intended effect or whether further recommendations are in order.

Key: Recommendations in italics are currently being implemented by the Board;
Recommendations preceded by *** require statutory changes;
Recommendations highlighted in gray
would make the Board’s processes more like those used in Act 250 proceedings
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I. Recommendations to Improve Ease of Participation by Citizens in PSB Hearings
These recommendations make it easier for citizens to participate in all types of PSB
hearings. They also change the way the Board provides notice of prehearing conferences and
public hearings so that citizens are better informed of upcoming hearings.
•

Prehearing conferences
o To bring the public in at the beginning of the process, send notice of prehearing
conference to adjoining landowners (right now they are only sent notice of the
public hearing, not of the prehearing conference) and post notice of the prehearing
conference on the Board’s website
o Expand opportunities parties to participate in prehearing conferences and status
conferences by telephone or other electronic means

•

Public hearings
o Create opportunities for interactive public hearings around Vermont so the public
can again participate simultaneously in widespread locations
Explore live-streaming or other internet-based system
*** Bring back Vermont Interactive Television (“VIT”)
o Expand ways of publicizing public hearings
Include in “calendar of events” in newspapers
Front Porch Forum
Radio public service announcements
***Change 30 V.S.A. § 231(a) to mirror the current language in §
248(4)(D) – change from requiring publishing newspaper notice twice to
requiring that notice be posted on the Board’s website and published once
in a newspaper
o Before the Board’s public hearing to solicit public comments, hold an
informational session (hosted by the Department) where the developer can
explain/describe the project to the public and answer the public’s questions
(which will better inform the public’s comments to the Board)
o Continue to hold at least one public hearing in cases with significant public
interest even if not statutorily required, at times and places convenient to the
public and at locations relevant to the project
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o Continue to provide every member of the public who attends the public hearing
and is not a party to the case an opportunity to speak at the public hearing;
continue to schedule another public hearing if this is not possible due to time
constraints
•

Evidentiary hearings
o New net-metering rule will make it easier for a citizen to request a hearing
o At the evidentiary hearing, ask questions of parties about concerns raised at the
public hearing
o Hold more evidentiary hearings in the area where the project is proposed
o Require that parties in any proceeding have adequate opportunities to review any
MOU or settlement agreement filed, which at a minimum must include one round
of discovery on the MOU before the hearing; parties may request a waiver of this
requirement
o Continue to open hearings to the public

•

New PSB website will include information regarding the mechanics of how hearings
work (including specific guidance for pro se intervenors, e.g., how to “redirect” oneself)

•

Direct hearing officers to provide more information to pro se intervenors at hearings
o Present information and invite questions at prehearing conferences and
evidentiary hearings about the Board’s rules, information on the Board’s website,
and the process to be used in the case or at the hearing
o Have hearing officers and the Board do more to assist pro se litigants from the
bench (as judges do)

•

Provide information to the public about parking, including handicapped parking for
hearings held in the Board’s hearing room
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II. Recommendations to Increase Ease of Citizen Participation in Different Areas of the State
The recommendations in this section will make it easier for citizens who live far from
Montpelier to participate in PSB proceedings regarding projects proposed in their communities.
o Create opportunities for interactive public hearings around Vermont so the public
can again participate simultaneously in widespread locations
Explore live-streaming or other internet-based system
*** Bring back Vermont Interactive Television (“VIT”)
•

Hold more evidentiary hearings in the area where the project is proposed

•

Continue to make more Board site visits in response to public comments

•

Expand opportunities for parties to participate in prehearing conferences and status
conferences by telephone or other electronic means

•

Modernize technology in the Board’s hearing room to allow for streaming/distribution of
hearings, etc. so the public can watch hearings and workshops live online

•

Continue to make all non-confidential transcripts of hearings and workshops available to
the public online so people can easily read the transcript of a hearing they were not able
to attend

•

ePSB1 will enable citizens to make electronic filings with the Board instantly rather than
by mail or messenger service to ensure that paper filings arrive by the deadline

•

***Change 30 V.S.A. § 248 to mirror the language in 30 V.S.A. §§ 248a(e)(2) and (o)
with respect to:
o Requiring petitioners to attend a public meeting with the municipal legislative
body or the planning commission, if asked by one of those entities, within the
advance notice period before filing a petition for a certificate of public good with
the Board
o Requiring the Department to attend the public meeting on the request of the
municipality, and to consider the comments made and information obtained at the
public meeting in making recommendations to the Board on the petition.

1

ePSB is the Board’s new electronic case management system that will include electronic filing, electronic
document management, and access to public information in a case via the Board’s website, without requiring
citizens to use any special software. Phase I of ePSB is scheduled to go live in January 2017; Phase 2 is scheduled
to go live in June 2017.
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III. Recommendations to Improve Instructional Documents for Citizens
The recommendations in this section will result in documents for citizens that are written
in “plain English” and that explain Board procedures and how citizens can participate in Board
proceedings.
•

Provide templates for citizens to fill in (e.g., to become an intervenor)

•

Redesign Board’s website by 12/31/16 to include:
o “Plain English” explanations of terminology, access points, and ways to
participate in Board proceedings
o Descriptions of processes used in different types of Board cases
o Formatting requirements for prefiled testimony (with examples)

•

Replace the “Citizens Guide to the Vermont Public Service Board’s Section 248
Process” with a revised, simpler “Citizens Guide to Public Service Board Processes”
that includes an explanation of the difference between the Board and the Department and
clear guidance on filing requirements (line spacing, single- or double-sided, page
numbers, service list requirements, number of copies, deadlines, for all Board processes)

•

The revised net-metering rule will include a new section for anyone who wants to review
an application – a step-by-step description of the review process
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IV. Recommendations to Improve Citizens’ Access to Written Information
The recommendations in this section will ease citizens’ participation in PSB proceedings
by providing them easier access to documents and other information about specific cases as well
as guidance documents with information about how they can participate in PSB proceedings.
•

ePSB will:
o Enable citizens to easily access all public documents and information, including
case status, schedule, information on parties, and elements of the case
o Enable citizens to search database of Board orders to familiarize themselves with
Board precedent
o Include required fields to ensure that filers have provided all necessary
information

•

Continue to implement the plan to digitize and upload all past Board orders into ePSB.

•

New net-metering rule will require applicants to provide more information up-front so
citizens can envision the proposed project

•

Require petitioners to attach a Board handout regarding intervention instructions to the
notices of filings that petitioners send to adjoining landowners

•

Require petitioners to mail the new, simplified Citizens Guide to Public Service Board
Processes to the service list with the first notice to potential parties

•

Provide clear, written information at public hearings about how to become an intervenor
and what happens after you are one

•

Post tutorials on the Board’s website to provide procedural information to pro se
intervenors

•

Continue to post non-confidential transcripts of hearings and workshops on the Board’s
website

•

New PSB website will include Clerk’s name, phone number, email address, and mailing
address on the bottom of every page
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V. Recommendations to Help Citizens Navigate Board Processes
The recommendations in this section involve changes to the Board’s processes, including
those related to how Board personnel provide procedural guidance to citizens. These
recommendations will help citizens understand how they can participate in Board proceedings.
•

*** Change 30 V.S.A. § 248 to mirror language in 30 V.S.A. § 248a(o) with respect to:
o Authorizing a municipal legislative body or planning commission to request that
the Department retain experts to provide information essential to a full
consideration of a petition for a certificate of public good and to allocate the
expenses incurred in retaining these experts to the petitioner
o Providing that hiring such experts upon the request of a municipality shall not
oblige the Department or the personnel it retains to agree with the position of the
municipality

•

***Change 30 V.S.A. § 248(f) so that towns and regional planning commissions are not
required to file comments on projects with the Board seven days before petitions are even
filed with the Board. Instead have comments submitted within 21 days after a petition is
determined by the Board to be administratively complete.

•

***Change 30 V.S.A. §§ 246(c)(1), 248(4)(C), 248a(j)(2)(A), and 248a(k) to require
copies of petitions and applications to be filed with specified entities and persons within
two business days of the Board’s determination that the petition or application is
administratively complete (instead of at the same time that the petition or application is
filed with the Board) so that recipients know that a petition or application is ready for
review when they receive it and any deadline for filing comments on the petition or
application is clear

•

To bring the public in at the beginning of the process, send notice of prehearing
conference to adjoining landowners (right now they are only sent notice of the public
hearing, not of a prehearing conference) and post notice of the prehearing conference on
the Board’s website

•

Loosen the Board’s ex parte rule to allow hearing officers to provide procedural guidance
to parties in cases

•

Continue to hold workshops to provide procedural information to pro se intervenors in
cases with large numbers of such intervenors
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•

Continue to issue decisions on requests for extension of time sooner so citizens know
whether to continue to draft a filing or prepare for a hearing

•

Always issue a document stating the deadline for filing a response to a motion (don’t just
rely on parties to know that the default is 15 calendar days)

•

Have Board staff act more often as mediators, for example by conducting a status
conference part-way through the case to try to narrow the issues

•

Explore developing a pilot program for mandatory mediation in controversial cases

•

Find opportunities to move contentious issues out of contested-case procedures to
rulemakings where the public can participate more easily and informally

•

ePSB will provide citizens with easy access to information about the status of a case and
any applicable comment period
o Cases will be indicated as “Under Review” until deemed administratively
complete enough to process; determination will be made within 5 business days
for most cases
o If filing is incomplete, petitioner will be notified of specific deficiencies
o When statute allows Board flexibility, comment periods will start after case is
deemed administratively complete

•

ePSB will reduce the need for citizens to make paper filings

•

New clerk and deputy clerk are revising internal processes for greater efficiency in
responding to inquiries

•

Address public concerns in a separate section in the final order so it is clear to citizens
what issues were raised in public comments and why the Board reached the decisions it
did regarding those issues

•

New net-metering rule will set forth complaint process regarding compliance with CPGs

•

***Assign responsibility and resources for direct enforcement by the Department (similar
to the Department’s role in enforcing the DigSafe program) so that the state is
investigating citizens’ complaints about alleged violations of certificates of public good,
instead of expecting the citizens to provide evidence and put on a case before the Board
about the alleged violations. Appeals of Department actions would be taken to the Board.
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VI. Recommendations to Help Citizens Distinguish Between the PSB and the PSD
Currently there is widespread confusion among citizens about the difference between the
Board (PSB) and the Public Service Department (PSD). This confusion makes it more difficult
for citizens to understand the Board’s processes and how they can participate in them.
•

***Address the confusion about the difference between the Board (PSB) and the Public
Service Department (PSD) by changing the Board’s name to the Vermont Public Utility
Commission (in step with the rest of the country)
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VII. Recommendation for Progress Report
These recommendations will allow for assessment of the Board’s progress in improving
the ease of citizen participation in PSB proceedings.
•

Have the Board file a report with the Legislature in one year on progress made to date,
with an updated report annually for the following two years

•

Include in the report an assessment of whether a Public Assistance Officer position
should be created that is dedicated to answering procedural questions from all parties and
facilitating informal discussions about scheduling and other matters, and if so, whether it
should be located in the Board or the Department
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VIII. Other Recommendations Regarding the Department
Because of the Department of Public Service’s role as the public advocate in PSB
proceedings, the Department interacts regularly with citizens participating in PSB proceedings.
As a result, these recommendations identify steps the Department could take that would improve
the ease of citizen participation in PSB proceedings.
•

Have the Department respond to all communications from members of the public

•

Have the Department include in the filing in which it takes its position in a case about a
matter of significant public interest a summary of the public comments it has received in
the matter, together with an explanation of why the Department has chosen to advocate
for, or not advocate for, the views offered in those public comments
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XI. List of Appendices
Appendix A: Comments received organized by date submitted
Appendix B: Meeting minutes
Appendix C: PSB presentation made at 8/5/16 meeting
Appendix D: Recordings of meetings and the public hearing are available upon request at the
PSB offices
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Appendix A:
Comments received organized by date submitted
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACT 174 \ryORKING CROUP
Respectfully submitted by
Edward Rybka*
1254 Tvwtchell Hitl Road
New Haven, VerrnonT 45472
edrybkavt@mail.com
August 5,2016

The FSB'q Rulqs gf.Practice Shod.d Malke
Section 248 Process

Cle.-ar

Hovv Fiiings Are to be Made in the

The PSBts Rules of Practise are vague and do not âhryays'reflect the PSBts.actual
practice. For example:

.
r

FeuIe2:,2041..Ð}generall.y requíres an origi*atr and six eopies of rnost doeurnents. In
fact, in Dooket 852.3 we discovered that mo-gt of documents we needed to suþrn:it
reqgired only an original a\drhrçe co¡ies.

Thg RuleS do,not Ëtate that,two-sided

cpplng is.peqmitted.

r

The Rules do not state whether a cover letter should be provided when submitting
doouments to. the PSB. (In fact, in Dqckol 8523. we. were to.ld that a cover letfer isnecessary to ïnform the Clerk to filethe documents.)

o

The Rules donot sûate which,docume¡ts.need be notarized. Apparently, the only
docurne¡t.thaT needs to þe notarized ïs prefiled teslïrnoayi but Rule 2,2I3(C) does
not eontain a naiianzalion requirement,

e

a

Exünples of common documents þrefiled testimonlt, discovery brÍefs, etc.,)
should be provided, In partioulaç a standard form for Service on parties should be
developed. A sandæd form coverletter when submitting documents to the PSB
would also be helpful.
Early in the proçeedings the parties should advise whether they want service by
paper document, electronic document or both. (In Docket 8523, we were told
informally that some parties, such as the Addison Regional Planning,Commìssion,
needed to be served only eleetronically, but we had no ofücial word on that, so we
continued to serve paper documerits on'all parties in addition to clectranic copies.)

*lntervenor in PSB Docket 8523 (Petition of Next Generation Solar Farm, LLC for Certifieate of
Public Good, pursuant to 30 VSA $248, authorizing constru ction of 2.2 M"W, 20-acre solar
electric generation fbcility off Field Days Road in New Haven)
1

.

The Citizens' Guide to the Vermont Public Service Boal'd's Section 248 Process
should be rewritten to clarify these procedures.

T)PS anrl ôther llnr¡errrrnanf À¡renniec (hnrr¡ a l\rforlrerl Elioc in Iîarrn¡ ^f fìar¿alnno¡c lrú
Âo

--vt.-,vq.r^ev.v.¡4.¡?.¡ù^¡Lv¡.v¡vvp.¡vtrs¡r¡¡g¡¡vvp¡99¡¡¡¡stv¡v¡vvrv¡vuvrú.

Reflecled in ths Seriously:Fla\¡ved i\4OU Prosess
The stated mission of the Act \T4IVorking Group is to 'hake recommendations
to promote inoreæed ease.of citizen particþation in [PSB] prnceedings." There is no
point in inoroasing sæe of citize¡l participation if the De¡artrnent of P¡bliç Service and
other ogenciesilrvolvedrin the p.roceoq--most notably the Ageney of Natual Resou¡ces.-,
ignore the citizens wåo p,articipate,
DPS and ANR,demonshate a marked bias in favor of developers; the publio is
r.egàrded as a riulsance, Nowhere ïs this móre evldent than in the
learned in Dgoket 8523.:

¡

MCIu proc€sq,,âs wo

MO(ß should not be entered into untll after all evidence is submitted and the
'hearing'is held.

lnDooket8523, ANR and DPS entered into orifical MOUs wíth the
ear$in thç proceedi.ng--r4r9l1before the final headng aad,before rnrrsh of
the wìdence had been submitted.
develo.per

o

DFS and otltçr.lnvolved agencíes should be requìred to read and consíder
îestímorry and evJdence submltted by Intelvenors¡

qll

Again, in Dookot,8523, the Intervênors went t'hrough considerable time,
e4 .grÞênse, to suhruit evidênae and testimony--all of which was ignored by
DFS and,Äl'IR.

!&f
.

:f t i{

nçcê;sqry (o snter lntp q4 MAII b.efore, the /ìnat hearlng, a proposedform.of
shoutdbe submttted to all Intervenors jor their commeits and input
beþre,the MOU ß entered ínto.
the

i'lttl

Negotiations with developers are now cloaked in absolute secreoy, with
interveíors and the public deliberately excluded. Intervenors and the public leam
of the negotiations only after the MOU has been entered into.
a

MOUï úoaldbe signød on behatf of the gavernment ageney by the person most
fanlltar wlth and responsible þr the substontive contents af the MOU.
At present, MOUs are signed on behalf of the government agency by

¿ur

attorney, who dbes not necessar{ly have the expertise to vouch t'or ttre substantíve

)

contents of the MOU. In the situation ofthe ANR MOU in Docket 8523, the MOU
was signed by ANR attomey Donald Einhorn. A critical point of the MOU was to
allow conskuction of a 2.2 MV/ solal project on 20 acres of land that included
prime bobolink habitat. The MOU ignored the recommendations of ANR's own
biologist, John Gobeille, Further; the MOU absurdly forbid any landscaping
around the project on the ground that the landscapinglrather than tlre 20-acre solar
âna¡r.-yeo¡d interfere with bobol.ink habitat. This is turdeniable evidence of
ANR's bias in favor of the developer: The bobolink issue was manipulated to fhvor
the developer b¡r relieving the developer of any obligation to landscape around the

project.
The issue here is no longer about bobolinks, but about government
integrity. The.ANR MOUis co,mpletely lacking in credibilityr and probably woulcl
ûev€r have been entered into if ANR had required that it be sigtred by Mr. Gobeille
or someone having ecological expertise,

Also, the govanment agencies apparently require MOUs to be signed by
its attonreys so that it ean çlaim attorney.olisnt privilege in the event the MOU'is
ohallenged by,uny l¡tervenors orofherparties to theproceedirigs. lhis is exactly
wlrat happened to us iü Dooket 8523: DPS entered into a critical MOU with the
developer well before the final hearing. When we attempted to inquire whether
DPs hail read or congide¡ed;any ofthe Intervenors' tçstimony or evi'dente,, DPS
vehemently objected and raised attomey-client privilege. This was a disingenuous
attempt to maintain unwarranted secrecy ovor tlre MOIJ prCIcess,
a

Oncc an ltilOU ís entered inta,,Ihe regjtlatory process is essentially over.

In testinnony submitted April 6, 2016¡ before the House Fish, \Mildlife &
Water Resot¡rces Committee, John Brabant testi{ied as to other serious
shortcomings ofMOUs (which he refened,úo as Stipulated Settlernent
Agreements). Focusing on MOUs,entered into by ANR, lvIr. Brabant stated that an
MOU gíves the devcloper n'ANR¡s ooümiünent to support the project at the
tribun¿t and dcfend against any arid aft parties who might seek greater, more
appropriate protections of the rosource." He fr¡rther noted,'isince Aì.lR is now
involved in a contractual relationship with the developer, all the attendant
obligations between contractual partíes'apply ahead of ANR's statutory arid
regulatory obligations to the public. Ëssentially they becomo'partners in the project
under review, Iosing objectivity and compromising ANR's ability to bring
enforcement actions against permit violations afTer the project is permitted."

Mr. Brabant made many other excellent points regarding MOUs. Please
refer to his testimony before the House Fish, Wildlifb & lVater:Resou¡ces
Committee.

J

McHugh, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

gonuts.ratner2@gmail.com
Wednesday, September 07,2016 6:3L PM
McHugh, Andrea
AcT.t74 Working Group
Shanna Ratner
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Revised Principles for Energy Transformation in Vermont.pdf; Vermont's Energy
Transformation Plan Descr:iption.pdf

Dear Ms. McHugh,
please accept the attached two documents as input for the Act 174 Working Group. I would be pleased to answer any questions the
group may have.

Sincerely,
Shanna Ratner
1694 Barry Road

Fairfield, Vermont
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Draft Principles for the Energy Transformation Coalition
We believe Vermonters are capable of working together at the local, regional, and
state levels to create a sustainable energy future that provides broad benefits without
contributing to environmental destruction, concentration of wealth in the hands of a
limited number of developers, and unintended consequences such as loss of human
health, property value, and trust among neighbors.
These four principles guide our thinking

1. Efficiency

is the key to energy transformation.

The more we can do to lower peak demand, the less generation will be required. Each region
of the state should be called upon to work with localities, utility companies,.entrepreneurs,
scientists and others to identiff and implement pathways to energy efficiency, guided by
statewide targets that identi$ the required regional contribution. Their work will identif,i the
statewide and sub-state policies required to achieve specific targets within specific time
frames. Increasing energy efficiency creates many more entrepreneurial opporhrnities and
jobs for Vermonters than any other aspect of energy transformation. Energy efficiency
increases the value of our individual and collective assets for current and future generations.
Vermont has not yet begun to tackle the challenge of energy efficiency in a comprehensive
way or in a way that takes into account distributed energy solutions.

2. Intelligent

energy planning matches energy sources to energy uses.
For example, relying on fossil fuels to heat our homes when we have abundant biomass
resources that we could use doesn't make sense. Changing the way we heat our homes and
fuel our vehicles would reduce greenhouse gas emissions, provide homegrown sustainable
livelihoods, and, if properly implemented, improve stewardship of our natural resources that
are our inheritance and our gift to future generations. We need to carefully consider the
appropriate.mix of sources (in-state, out of state), forms (biomass, solar, geothermal, natural
gas, wind, etc,) and scales (singte home, cluster, community, region, statewide). The first
step is to establish and achieve realistic energy efficiency goals. Just as it makes no sense to
size a furnace for a home that is not energy efficient; it makes no sense to build out energy
generation facilities without regard to peak demand.

3. Transformation requires new institutions that promote civil

discourse.

The Public Service Board is a relic of an era in which energy generation was centralized. We
now live in an era that must blend independent (off-grid) generation with distributed and
centralized solutions. The antiquated quasi-judicial control mechanism that is the Public
Service Board is allowing vested interests to railroad the general public, creating victims
through poorly regulated experimentation, and generating fear, frustration and discord
among Vermonters. Institutional transformation is required to create a system that promotes
civil discourse, creativity, and inclusive engagement that will help us find the best way
forward. Mature leadership is needed that recognizes the self-interests of participants and
effected parties at every level and scale of operation and brings them together to identi$i
shared interests and shared solutions that are mutually beneficial.

4.

Transformation can and should benefit all Vermonters, including those
people and places that are economically marginalized and having to
chòose between energy and other necessities of tife.
Vermont's energy transformation should be guided by the principles of a wealth creation
approach to economic developmerrt in which the stocks of all eight forms of community
wealth * social, natural, individual (skills and health), intellectual, built, political; cultural,
and financial capital - are enhanced and none are undermined. This requires and approach
that is inclusive of economically marginalizedpeople and places as well as those with
privilege. The approach should empower economically marginalized people and places as
co-producers and co-owners of energy, not,simply as recipients of subsidy. It requires
creativity since our existing systems are based on being able to do harm without
acknowledging it (we call these "externalities".). The opportunity presented by the
imperative for energy transformation is an opportunity to create a new normal way of,doing
business that results in as a more just and inclusive economy that benefits all Vermonters.

Vermont' s Energy Transformation
An Alternative Path to Arrive at Vermont's Energy Future

Energy is a complex topic and an alternative energy path will take some time to fully
flesh out. This introduction provides the justification for such an undertaking and
describes, in broad strokes, the intended outcomes.

Vision
We envision arriving at a future in which Vermont has achieved price stability and a
secure supply of energy in ways that actually benefit the environment, the economy, and
the culture of Vermont. It is not enough to simply do no hatm; we need to work together
to find ways to meet this challenge that provide multiple ongoing benefits.
What Isn't Working
The State of Vermont has set a statewide goal of "907o renewable energy by 2050"
without creating a meaningful role for regions of the state and their municipalities in
making progress toward that goal. By adopting a limited statewide focus, there is no
opening left for meaningful engagement by Vermont's regions and municipalities to craft
sõlutions appropriate to their context and take responsibility for contributing to the larger
goal. The top down approach in place today encourages developers at the expense of
ðitir"nr and municipalities and is proving to be highly divisive. 83+ towns from
throughout the State have signed the Rutland Resolution " calling for their state
representatives and senators to develop amendments to the statutes that concern the siting
and approval ofrenewable energy projects and to the procedures ofthe PSB in order to
.nrr.è thut Vermont municipalities have a more meaningful role in the CFG process and
to require compliance with appropriately-developed municipal siting standards."
The goal of "9\o/orenewable energy by 2050" has been established statewide without
providing clarity regarding where that energy should come from. Some are under the
impression that we should be generatingg0% of our own electricity by 2050; others see
thii as a counterproductive goal that would undermine our engagement with other states
in New England and the Northeast and reduce our energy security and resilience overall.
Failure to eìtablish atarget for energy generated in-state for use in state and opportunities
to import renewable energy undermines the clarity needed for intelligent progress and
hides Vermont's comparative advantages and lack thereof in certain types of renewable
generation like wind and will result in patterns of relatively inefficient, higher cost
investments that drain Vermonters' pocketbooks over time.

Additionally, the State has not presented the goal of "90olo renewable energy by 2050" in
relation to what should be equally ambitious goals for improving our energy efficiency
with respect to electricity,lteat, and transportation. Relatively little progress has been
made to date on this front and the introduction of smart meters statewide provides one of
several new opportunities to make real progress here. Many Vermonters can actively

contribute to the statewide goal through well-designed programs that could be
personalized at the municipal and regional levels for greater engagement. The more
efficient we can become the less energy we will need to either generate in state or import.
The alternative path we seek to develop goes beyond engaging regions and municipalities
in renewable energy siting decisions through region and local "certified" land use plans;
it seeks to empower local leaders to engage a Ê:!! range of partners, including utilities, the
State, developers and others to come up with the best place-based solutions to improving
efficienôy and reducing reliance on fossil fuels across all sectors including heating and
cooling, transportation, and electricity.

Misleading Assumptions
The State's failure to actively engage all Vermont regions and municipalities in both
energy planning and implementation is a mistake that seems to be based on a mindset full
of untested and perhaps misguided assumptions. The first of these is the notion that "the
greater good" outweighs the rights of municipalities and individual citizens to a voice in
the process of energy development. This assumption has led to uncompensated injury of
Vermonteis as a result of poorly sited energy generation facilities for which "certificates
of public good" have been issued. Uplifting an imaginary "public" while ignoring the
concems of real people that have been inadvertently harmed by publicly approved
development is a recipe for breeding alienation, distrust, and backlash that wastes
everyone's time and resources and distracts us all from addresses the energy challenges at
hand.

A seeond widespread assumption is that the people who oppose the current state-driven
process of energy planning and implementation are NIMBY's and would say "no" to
"everything." While this is an easy way to dismiss alternative points of view, it is not
actually valid. Taking the time to speak with individuals that have come to the legislature
to testify on this issue and others, it becomes clear that they are, in fact, in favor of
energy transformation and willing to do their part as long as their conqerns,are taken into
account and solutions provide real benefits to their towns and regions while
acknowledging and mitigating and collateral damages. One of;the key concerns raised to
date is the lack of transparency not only in negotiations with developers and siting
decisions, but with re$pect to where the energy that is generated goes and who uses it,
who is actually investing in projects, who owns the projects, who is receiving financial
reward from the projects, and the extent to which those rewards consist of federal and/or
state subsidies. These are legitimate concerns that should be addressed by an open
govemment operating for the public good.
A third assumption is that the principle concern of those opposed to particular
developments is the appearance of the landscape, "people will just have to get used to
seeing their sources of energy." While this is a concem in some instances, it is founded
not only on personal preference but also on potential impacts on real estate value and
tourism and the uniquely Vermont mystique of relatively unspoiled vistas (that the State
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has invested considerable dollars in protecting for many decades). Trivializing this
concern does not do itjustice
Vermonters are concerned about more than just appearances. Issues of environmental
protection including water quality, forest and agricultural land productivity, livability,
hazardous conditions, impacts on recreational opporhrnities, and impacts on local
economies are all of concern. Again, generalizing and thus trivializing the wide arcay of
concerns on the minds of Vermonters reduces the likelihood of finding best solutions.

We believe that all these assumptions regarding the "public good," "NIMBYs," and the
nature and extent of Vermonters' concerns about the current course the state is on to
identiff and implement energy solutions in statewide framework arelargely untrue and
are contributing to the divide that has been created between those with the'power to make
decisions, all of which are concentrated at the State level, and those affected by those
decisions that live and own properry in Vermont's regions and municipalities to the
dehiment of the State as a whole. That is not to say that some of these assumptions may
not be true of some people some of the time; however, we do not believe they accurately
reflect Vermonters' attitudes in general. By relaxing these assumptions, and crediting
Vermonters with the ability and willingness to craft solutions that contribute to state
goals without causing undo collateral damage; the top down divisive path we are
currently on.could be transformed into a cooperative two way street between the State
and its regions and municipalities to the benefit of both.

An Alternative Plan
The key questions that need to be answered by an alternative energy path are: What is the
appropriate contribution or fair share for each region of the state with regard to improving
energy efficiency; providing renewable electric energy, reducing reliance on fossil fuels
for heating and transportation? And how can regions, with input from regional planning
commissions, utilities, state agencies, social service agencies, entrepreneurs and others
best organize themselves to meet their obligations in ways that benefit all Vermonters,

including those with limited financial resources?
The Role of the State
The vision behind this plan is radical; it goes beyond seeking incremental changes in the
current siting processes for industrial scale renewables and seeks to providè venues and
processes at the regional level for.sharing, information gathering and implementation to
achieve shared goals.
The primary role for the State in this plan would be to:
1)create incentives (and penalties) for all parties - utilities including Efficiency Vermont,
VELCO, banks, community and industrial developers, entrepreneurs, PSB, state agencies
and others to plan cooperatively, reduce furf battles, and negotiate'in good faith toward
solutions that serve the common good;
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2) clarify the meaning of the "90o/o renewables by 2050" goal in terms of in state versus
imported energy
3) continue to maintain the PSB to regulate large utility companies operating in state;
4) continue to maintain Act250 and the Environmental Review Board with oversight for
energy developments not owned by utility companies;
5) provide support to the regions by taking on an Energy Coordination function that
would include.
br-lt
not nec.essarilv
be limi.ted to:
--__.--.-J
-...
-.,
a. developing and/or aggregating information required to make good decisions
with respect to improving energy efficiency in all sectors and with respect to grid
development and siting for energy generation. This might include, but would not be
limited to, information on disturbed areas such as rooftops, gravel pits, industrial parks,
etc. and information on households currently off the grid so that their experiences can be
factored into planning at the regional level.
b. assisting regions a¡rd municipalities in obtaining information and access to
expertise required for informed decision-making
c. assisting regions, municipalities, and other partners in nggotiating mutually
beneficial agreements that adhere to. established criteria and forward.the goals of rêgions,
municipalities and the State in cases where the State's involvement can result in
improved outcomes through leveraging resources or other means. This rnight include, but
would not necessarily be limited to, negotiating trade-offs between regions or negotiating
on behalf of regions with others.
The Role of the Regions
This plan also envisions a shift in the role of Regional Planning Commissions with
respect to energy from strictþ planning and data collection to facilitation of partners and
qoordinators of implementation among municipalities and at the regional level. Regional
Planning Commissions already work on Transportation and have information and
expertise that will be valuable in this process. Several have received funding to begin to
collect information.relevant to energy planning at the regional level. Additional søff with
new skills may be needed to fi¡lfill this new role, since it goes beyond the traditional
planning function. In some regions, this role might better be played by economic
development agencies such as NVDA in the Northeast Kingdom. Who plays the role
could be left to each region to determine.
Sample Criteria for

Identiffing Regional Energy Solutions

Regional energy solutions could be crafted to meet criteria that might include, but would
not necessarily be limited to:
a

o

The proportion of energy generated by new and existing renewable installations
that must be used in state versus sold as RECs.
The proportion of existing and new renewable energy installations by any given
entity for which local municipalities and/or residents have shared ownership or

influence over investment decisions,
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.
.
.
.
.
.

The likely returi on investment over time considering maintenance and
decommissioning costs
The economic impacts of investment and the distribution of those impacts;
specifically, the economic benefits to lower income Vermonters
The environmental impacts, particularly with respect to forests, agricultural lands,
water, and high value wildlife habitat
Relative reliance on taxpayer subsidy at both federal and state levels
Siting that minimizes the tikelihood of adverse impacts of all types on adjoining
and affected property owners.
Monitoring of perforrnance with data reporting requirqments for both efficiency
improvements and generation

Establishing Regional Targets

A methodology for determining Regional targets would need to be established, but does
not need to be overly cumbersome. For example, efficiency targets could be established
in each sector - residential, commercial (including rion-profit), industrial - for electricity,
heat, and transportation based on the amount of energy used currently and the proportion
that represents of statewide energy use: Similarly, renewable energy generation targets
could be established based on the amount of renewable energy currently generated and
used in state in relation to the population base of the region. Some regions are already
producing beyond their own needs while others are not. Opportunities for coordination
and "trading" between regions could be considered as well such that regions that are
overprodùcing for their own needs and helping to supply the needs of other regions could
be compensated for their contributions. This would help spread the wealth related to
energy use more evenly throughout the state. Similarly, regions that exceed their
efficiency goals could see a reduction in iequired generation. Targets would be revisited
on a regular basis.
Once basic criteria and targets are established, with some flexibility givdn to the regions
to amend and prioritize criteúa, each region would be free to figure out how best to meet
the challenge given their own natural and built resource endowments, regional priorities
and development aspirations. The engagement of all relevant partners in learning together
as well as crafting solutions is essential to the success of this approach. Therefore, the
state will have a role to play in encouraging flexibility, openmindedness, and engagement
on the part of utilities including Efficiency Vermont and potentially other entities over
which the state has regulatory authority andlor to which it provides taxpayer assistance.

Conclusion

With clearly established targets, a system of accountability, and genuine partner
engagement, we envision creative solutions emerging from all corners of the state that
capitalize on the human as well as nafural resources with which Vermont is blessed. V/e
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do not downplay the complexity of the topic or the steep learning curve required to craft
solutions; however, building the capacity to craft these solutions at the regional and
municipal level with oversight from the State will result in more widely shared benefits,
more sensitive use of available resources, greater ongoing resilience, and less time and
effort wasted in resistance to top-down solutions. Vermonters have shown their capacity
to craft solutions to energy challenges. Most recently Stowe and Hyde Park municipal
utilities were able to sr¡ccessfi.rlly site renewable generation widely viewed as beneficial
and not disruptive to their communities. Other municipalities that do not currently have
their own municipal utilities could consider some version of that option with the
opportunities presented by today's technologies. Locally crafted solutions can be shared
in state and beyond, making vermont a leader in "open source" energy systems
transformation.
For more information please contact Shanna Ratner at shanna@,ve11owwood.org,802-

s24-6t41.
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McHugh, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Cynthia Barber <cbedit@kingcon.com>
Monday, October 03,20L6 7:35 PM
McHugh, Andrea
vlyons@ leg.state.vt.us
Citizen Participation

To the Citizen Participation ... Working Group, I offer the following comments:

The concept of "citizen participation" in Public Service Board (PSB) proceedings is a joke. Sorry, it's not a joke'
It's a nonevent. lt simply doesn't happen except for lip service. For more than a dozen years, I have been
involved in opposing industrialwind on our iidgelines. t have intervened pro se and helped others intervene; I
have attended prehearing conferences, technical hearings, ANR's Wind Power Work Group, two special
commissions directly related to wind, and sound standard hearings and workshop; I have traveled all overthe
state to participate in hearings and workshops. And nothing has been gained, nothing has changed.

Citizens from all walks of life, many of whom are shy or reticent and
have never spoken in public before, come out to give their sincere, heart-felt thoughts in their allotted 2 or 3
minutes, believing that what they say is important and will be listened to. Then, everything that is said is

the so-cälled public hearings are a sham.

ignored and plays no pa rt in the actual proceedings. lt's a waste of everyone's time; it's a waste of taxpayer
dollars for PSB board members to travel long distances and spend hours listening to something that really
doesn't matter (they are probably bored to tears). The public is insulted.

participatin g pro se in dockets is also futile and sad. lt is an incredibly time-consuming and all-encompassing
experience tasting months by citizens who already lead full, busy lives. Upon entering the hearing room, it is
intimidating to see the Good, Old Boy network in.full bloom. lt is difficult to follow the legaljargon. After
: to hire experts, the experts' testimony is
citizens have raised significant money - out of their own pockets
basically ignored. The final decisions and findings by the PSB rarely give credit or credenceto pro se or expert
testimony; the board always accepts the applicants' expert testimony as "truth." So demoralizing.

Accordingly, I will not travel almost 2 hours each way on October 1L for a 2-minute chance to offer.my
thoughts, which would likely be disregarded anyway.

My rgcommendation? Seriously consider the recommendations submitted by Vermonters for a Clean
Environment. Ms. Smith is extremely knowledgeable and well-versed in PSB proceedings and fully
1

understands the futility of current participation. I cannot improve on her recommendations or think of
anything that she may have missed.

Sincerely,

Cr¡nthia Barber

Newark, VT
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McHugh, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Lauren-Glenn Davitian <davitian@cctv.org>
Wednesday, September 28, 2076 2:55 PM
McHugh, Andrea; Virginia LYons
Comments for Act 1-74 Working Group from CCTV

Dear Ginny and Andrea,
Thank you for the opportunity to address how the Public Service Board can promote increased ease of citizen
particijation in Boaid proceedings.I am sorry I cannot attend the October meeting in person, but am glad to
ipeak in *ot. detail on the fotlowing points at any time that is ponvenient for you. I am also aware that a
member of the Vermont Access Network is planning to attend.
Here are the main areas of concem:

- V/ith VIT gone, we need to come up with an alternative way to make it easy for constituencies to reach the
Board fromãtt parts of the state. CCTV and VAN is able and willing to take up this issue with the Committee
or Legislative Branch or PSB to determine how we c.an make this happen in a cost effective manner. Please see
papeiwe worked on related to this. Especially p.I1 -12. (There are attachments in the final version which
*"ut¿ be available through Maria Royle at the Legislative Council).
- So much of the Board's juágement rests on the quality of public participation and the interpretation of that
data. This is espeiially evident in the current Comcast renewal case Docket 8301. It would be valuable for the
Board to clarify how important this input is in their decision making and how much weight they give the
public's view, in the case of cable TV, of community needs and interests.
- The DpS is not adequately experienced in survey design or the publicity and managemetrt of focus groups,
which feeds directly into the Public Process PSB. Nor is there a DPS public advocate that focuses on telecom
issues. This is a connected set of concerns. The entity tasked as the public advocate does not have the tools
necessary to do its job. I base.this opinion on the design of the survey questions relied upon in Docket 8301,
participation in focus groups for both this Docket and the BT Docket 8713.

I hope these are useful. I am happy to discuss this in more detail if that is convenient for you.

My best, Lauren-Glenn

Lauren-Gtenn Davitian I Executive Director
CCTV Center for Media & DemocracY
COMMON GOOD VT I CHANNEL l7l Town Mèeting TV I CCTV PRODUCTIONS
davitian@cctv.ore | 802.867. 1 645 x12
www.cctv.orq I www.CommonGoodVT'ore
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McHugh, Andrea

To:
Subject:

Jane and Nate Palmer <laughingtreefarm@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, October LL,2OL6 3:04 PM
McHugh, Andrea; vlyons@ leg.state.vt.us
Comments for Public Service Board Proceedings Working Group

Attachments:

workingg roupcommentsL0LL16.pdf

From:
Sent:

H¡,

Please add this comment to the hear:ing tonight.

Thank you,
Jane Palmer
Monkton, VT
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Comments for
Public Service Board Proceedings Working Group

Nathan and Jane Palmer
986 Rotax Road
North Ferrisburgh, VT 05473
laughingtreefarm@hotmail. com
Nate and I testified before the Public Service Board Proceedings Working Group committee on October
6, in Montpelier.
A video clip of our testimony and the questions and reactions from the group can be found here:
httn s //youtu.be/bkFkuQmT4yQ
:

Our testimony relied on our experience with the PSB and DPS during the 248 proceedings in Docket
7970 regaiding the gas pipeline Vermont Gas had proposed and is now attempting to finish
construction on.
We understand the mission of this working group committee is to " to make recommendatidns to
promote increased ease of citizen participation in those [Vermont Public Service Board]proceedings".
Our Tirst concem is that this working group does not include any members of the public. Instead, it
includes a member of the PSB, the commissioner of the DPS, a senator, a representative, and a superior
court judge. None of the above have experienced what it is like to attempt to navigate and argue for
their caúse before the PSB. Instead, a small handfull of select members of the public were invited to
speak for approximately 5 minutes (and answer questions for 15) about their experience and
suggestions on how to make the process more "user friendly" for regular citizens. Omitting the subject
of the misSion from the committee makes no sense.

Our main criticism of the PSB 248 process is that it is apparent that decisions are already made before
the PSB has a chance to weigh the evidence and release the order and the CPG. Representative Tony
Klein made the statement that once a project is applied for, unless there are some exüaordinary
circumstances that can't be met, the permit is going to be issued. This is in direct conflict to what
Chairman Volz of the PSB told us during the first technical hearing on Docket 7970 fot the gas pipeline
in September of 201-3. We asked Eileen Simollardes, VP of VGS if she thought this project was a
"done deal". Under oath, she answered, no. Then Chairman Volz vehemently stated this was NOT a
done deal indicating there was a possibility the project would not receive a Certificate of Public Good.
Governor Shumlin has assured many Vermonters that the decision to permit the gas pipeline would be a
fair decision.
On the other hand, the utility, (in this case, VGS), from the beginning, had always implied the CPG
would eventually be granted and that any iand owner that didn't sign an easement would be subject to
condemnation or seizure of the easement using eminent domain once the CPG was granted,and that if
the PSB decided the compensation, it would be much much less than the gas company was offering.
This is why we asked the question at the technical hearing. If we hadn't been assured it was not a
"done deal" by the chairman of the PSB, we probably wouldn't have pursued our attempts to prove the
project was NOT in the public good. Because we would have realized our effons would have been

futiie.

askecl us if we àþpróached rhe DPS fror hélp in the þroceSS.
Contacting the DPS was one of the first things we and many other landowners did. Commissioner
Recchia's response was that the DPS is charged with representing the ratepayers. If the ratepayers were
to be on the winning end of this transaction, we, the landowners would be on the losing end. Mr
Recchia and Louise Porter made several trips to Monkton to "deal" with the landowners and none of us
ever felt support from the Department. DPS sided with VGS every step of the way. The scenario was
more like the description Nate used at the meeting on. October 6. The eminent domain "pistol" was
placed on the table before any of the "negotiations" starterl anrì we were told the "pistol" wor-rld only be
used as a last resort None of us had any delusions that we were going to be able to "negotiate" with
that pistol sitting on the table. The outcome of any "negotiation" was already determined

At the Oetober 6'r' meeûng, Judge Mello

At the October 6 meeting, Chris Recchia got pretty agitated at the suggestion that the DPS does the
governor's bidding. It has been our observation that this is the case...and we have been told that by
numerous people in state government including one in the DPS. The DPS has, on a number of
occasiong, supported VGS in supression of information available to the public. Mr Recchia stated at the
meeting on October 6 , 'Of course we [DPS] have to take a position BEFORE the Board decides!"

If the DPS

takes a position before the Board makes a decision, why do we need a PSB at all? If the
parties that submint testimony are heavily weighted in FAVOR of a project, and the DPS spells out the
policy decisions based on facts they have gathered to support their foregone conclusion and none from
those that may have legitimate reasons to oppose the project.. isn't the Board just a formality?
One of the goals we had as individuals against a large corporation was to illuminate the issues
landowners are faced with during the siting and construction of a project. We were partiatly successful
in convincing the FSB that the construction of a pipeline through our farm would damage our soil and
change the flow of subsurface water. What was suprising to us, is that these acknowledgments did not
translate to OTHER prime farrnland that belonged to other land owners-who had not intervened in the
docket. This is deplorable. To avoid our soil only to damage our neighbors is not justifiable. We
naively thought that once knowledge of the amount of destruction these type of projects produce,
sensitive sighting on other farmland would follow. Not the case. The Department of Agriculture was
obviously in support of the project and ignored the detriment to the soil and water flow. This situation
only discourages people from trying,to influence the PSB decision because they seemingly have to start
from zero in their attempts to protect their land.
So the prospect that any project will receive a CPG regardless of what any private citizen does or says,
indicates that it really doesn't matter what kind of illusion of participation the public is granted or if it
is made more "accessible"...it won't make a lick of difference in the end unless the process is just and
fair and the decisions are not based on policy.

Don't be surprised if the number of people who turn out to testify on October 11, 2016 is low. Public
hearings are not generally well advertised but those who felt it important that the public weigh in were
diligent in getting the word out in order to bolster attendence. Those individuals are no longer of the
mind that any public comment will have any effect on the decisions of our govemment.

McHugh, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

PSB - Clerk

Monday, August L5,20161:38 PM
Cheney, Margaret; McHugh, Andrea; Tierney, June; Bishop, Ann
FW:Act L74 Working Group I Vermont Public Service Board

From: Annette Smith [mailto:vce@vce.org]
Sent: Monday, August 15,2OL61:20 PM
To: PSB - Clerk <PSB.Clerk@vermont.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Act 174 Working Group I Vermont Public Service Board

Dear PSB Clerk,

I

see this page has been set

up. I see no contact info or way for the public to engage.

http :/þsb.vermont. gov/Act I T4WorkingGroup

I would like to request that the following links be added to the informational sections and are reviewed by the
PSB Working Group members:

1. Sound Standard Investigation: http://psb.vermont.gov/docketsandprojects/electriciS l6T

2. Temporary Rules for Wind Turbines
3. Electric Generation Siting Commission http://sitingcommission.vermont.gov/publications
Solar Siting Task ForcehtÞ://solartaskforce.v
including http ://solartaskforce.vermont. gov/comments

4.

,

All of the above contain public comments about the PSB process, among other things. By simply posting

the
to
available
the
materials
force,
it
diminishes
task
final reports of the energy siting commission and solar siting
the working group in understanding the way the public interfaces with the PSB. Much good work went into the
above on the part of the public. The general feeling is that all public input in all the above were ignored. By not
posting the public comment in those dockets where the PSB solicited and received substantive public comment,
ihe working group adds to the feeling the public has that their input is not welcome or considered by the PSB.

I

McHugh, Andrea
- Clerk

From:

PSB

Sent:

Wednesday, October L2,20L6 B:L6 AM

To:

Cheney, Margaret

Cc:

McHugh, Andrea
FW: Comments for ActL74 Working Group
Comments to Act L74 Working Group.pdf

Subject:
Attachments:

FYI.

-Judy

From: Christine lang [mailto:cmlangvt@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 11,2Ot6 9:37 PM
To: PSB - Clerk <PSB.Clerk@vermont.gov>; andrèa.mchugh@vermont.gove; vlyons@leg.state.vt.us'
Subject: Comments for Act 174 Working Group

Dear Act 174 Workin6i Group,
Flease find attaçhed our comments to the Working Group.

If any more information

is needed please feel free to contact us

Respectfully,

Lang
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Comments for the Act L74 Working Group
Problems with the lntervenor Process at the PSB:
The Public Service Board is a lawyer's world and there is a lot of communication between lawyers that

we the public are not privileged to be a part of.
The pre-hearing conference is a formality for the attorneys. They chat together before the hearing and
determine à schedule before the'¡r open the formal meeting. The public is just an audience and is given
no chance to offer input.
For a quasi-judicial system, it is very judicial and for the public to participate, we need a voice in the
procedure so we can be considered participants and not spectators.
During the Met Tower case that we have been involved in, we have been advised multiple times by the
Department of Public Service to get a lawyer. Lawyers are expensive and we don't have an unlimited
budget to pay for that. The Met Tower case should have been a simple issue of did he or did he not put
up the Met Tower without a perm¡t and was the permit required. We gain nothing out of this except for
asking the PSB to ensure that rules are followed. But, this case has dragged out for over a year now (we

first filed notice that he didn't have a permit in July, 2015). During the last L5 months, we have had to
file for intervenorship twice, we were granted partial intervenorship, we have had subpoenas served on
us and our partial intervention was taken to the Vermont Supreme Court. The subpoenas were dropped
by the Swanton Wind lawyer and the Vermont Supreme Court case was dropped due to lack of show
cause.
As a result of this Met Tower case, we feel abused by the system. Each time we speak with the

Department of Public Service, they feel sorry for us and what we are being put thiough, but they can do
nothing to help us and they cannot give us legal advice.
The State of Vermont has an obligation to help the citizens of Vermont navigate the PSB process. The
only way to do that with the current system is State to provide the citizens with an attorney

independent of the Department of Public Service to help them navigate and to protect them from this
adversarial and abusive process.
Res

pectfu lly Submitted,

Dustin and Christine Lang
21 Rocky Ridge Rd
St. Albans, Vt 05478
(8O2) s28-s242

McHugh, Andrea
- Clerk

From:

PSB

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Monday, September 26, 2016 10:41- AM
Cheney, Margaret; McHugh, Andrea
FW: Regulatory Capture

Attachments:

2OL6 -09 -26- Ca ptu red - Re g u ato rs - &- Ru i n ed - Ri d g es.
I

pdf

From: Greg Pierce [ma i lto :greg.pie rceg@ myfa i rpoint. net]
Sent: Monday, September26,2O16 9:53 AM
To: PSB - Clerk <PSB.Clerk@vermont.gov>
Subject: Regulatory Ca Ptu re

Dear Judith Whitney,

At a recent meeting of the Act 174 Working Group, which I attended, I raised the subject of 'Regulatory
Capture'. I was unable to provide a good description of the subject I was attempting to raise. Attached is a

doôument that gives exceilent background on'Regulatory Capture'. Would you please be sure each member of
the VT-pSB and the Act 174 Working Group receive a copy of this e-mail, including the attachment. Thank you
for your assistance.

Greg Pierce
telephone: 802-524-6340
e-mail: greg.pierceg@myfairpoint.net
website : www. greqpiercewriter.com
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Alice Dubenetsky
There is a syndrome behind what is happening to Vermont's farmlands and ridge lines øba
vis lhe approval of industrial scate wind and sotar devetopment that is ravaging the state. lt's
known as Regu[atory Capture.
'Regutatory Capture is a form of government failure that qccurs when a regulatory agency,
created to act in the public interest, instead advances the commercial or political concerns
special interest groups that dominate the industry or sector it is charged with regulating.
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When regulatory capture occurs the interests of firms or polittcat groups are prioritized over

the interests of the pubtic, teading to a net loss to society as a whole, Government agencies
suffering regulatory capture are called "captured agencies",
Vermont's Pubtic Service Board is clearty a captured agency. Our soon-to-be-former
Governor Shumlin is the "capturer-in-chief". He is using his office to push for out-of-scate,
unwanted and destructive siting of industriaL wind turbines regardless of the environmentaI
damage they cause. The Pubtic Service Board has rotted over time and again by approving
the instatLation of massive wincl towers ancl sprawling solar panels "farms" In the case of wincl
much of the devetopment has been pushed and profited from by wind devetoper David
Btittersdorf, the CEO of AttEarth Renewables. Btittersdorf is a large and consistent donor to
Shumtin's potiticaL ambitions. Projects have been approved regardtess to the outcry of

citizens and with comptete disregard for regional and [oca[ zoning rul.es. Big Vlind, Big SoLar
and more importantty, Big Money, trump the pesky cítizens and the stunning landscape with
which we've been blessed in Veimont.
On Monday, Governor Shumtin "broke ground" on the construction of the Deerfiel.d Wind
Project, located in the Green Mountain NationaL Forest, a pristine area rich in wiLdtife, and

home to a targe population of btack bears'. The ceremony celebrated the upcoming
instattation of n turbines, each over 4oo feet tail.. lt was attended by the media and invited
guests on[y, so as not to iaint the seLf-congratutatory event with the comptaints of the citizens
who will actuatty be affected by this project, They were forced to express their concerns
behind a potice barricade, wetl away from the proceedings.
Shumtin likes to brag that since he took office, Vermont has :.r times the number of solar
panels and zz times the wind-generated power it had before he took office. Hls goal. of getting
nearty att of Vermont's energy from "renewabte" sources is weLL underway, regardless of the

destruction Left in the wake of this recktess endeavor.
The ugLy truth is - and Shumlin and the PSB members know this - these big deveLopers, in
this case Avangrid Renewabtes, formerly known as lberdota, are receiving hugg subsidies to
buiLd their monstrosities. A 30 percent federal subsidy, accompanied by an B percent siate
subsidy is an appeating incentive for a Spanish company to invade our state and destroy our
witderness. And when the subsidies end? llho is going to repair or remove the rusting hutks
that remain, when the subsidies end, and the companies have bted out their profits and
dec[ared bankruptcy?
Another thing Shumtin knows is ihat his pian for a Vermont energy portfotio standard of go
percent renewables by zo5o is unrealistic - in fact, impossible. A White Paper released by
Vermont Watchdog's Vermont's Environmental Movement made the case in two short
paragraphs:
"Catherine Dimitruk executive director of the Northwest RegionaL Ptanning Commission,

pointed to models showing the state "woutd need 4z new megawatts of wind, ro new
megawatts of hydro and t74 megawatts of solar" to meet its go by 5o goal.. "lt took our

breath away, quite titeral,ty," she said, "because the numbers seem so huge." ln her view,
the state simpLy doesn't have enough property for that many projects'

An analysis by the Ethan ALl,en lnstitute estimated that Vermont wiL[ need roo,ooo acres of
new solar instattations atone to meet the go percent goat. This [eve[ of devetopment was
never imagined by Section z¿8, which provides the process for how the PSB handtes
energy siting apptications.
Regutatory capture is rampant in the Green Mountain State to the detriment of us a[t. We can
onLy hope a new administration wiU. usher in a new era of ethics and end this terrible rape-for-

profit of our beautifuI state.

' The Bennington Banner reports that a muttr-year blac'k bear study is underway at the
Deerfietd development site. 'The stucly will praceecl throughout construction and for a period
of five years post-constructíort to better u¡tderstand the impacts, if any, we¡e bid to black
bear in the proJect area,"
ls the good news that if the bear study demonstrates a negative impact, the devetoper wi[[

immediatel.y remove the towers from the site and restore the forest to its original pristine
condition? Nope. Nothing wiLL happen because, reatty, they're just bears. They don't Line
greedy developers and corrupt publ.ic servants pockets with coLd hard cash.
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Jim Bulmer says
SEPTEMBER 22, 2c]16AT 9:13 AM

Has anybody chaLtanged the fact that these sotar and windmill monstrosities are exempt

from Act 2So????? lf these hideous and enviornmtal.Ly destructive projects were required to
meet Act z5o's guidetines, there wouLd be none. They viotate about everyone of the
criteria set up in the acl Can someone explain this one?????
RepLy

Annette Smith says

Yes, many of us have tried, but under Shumtin the entire conversation has been shut

down. Vlhere renewable energy is concerned, our government is a dictatorship, not a
democracy. This DeerfieLd wind project would never have been approved by Act z5o.
It was opposed by the Agency

of Natural Resources and Vermont Natural Resources
Council. The PSB isst¡ed a snlit decision Boarct Memher Brrrke's clissont not it ricrht
RepLy

n

Jim Bulmer says
SEPTEMBER 22, 2016 AT 9:1S AM

Also, how can private corporaiions use state forest land for economic gain????
Repty

o

Annette Smith says
SËPTEMBER 24,2oa6 AT 2:06 PM

The project lvas on President Obama's top ten infrastructure projects to fast track.
RepLy

n

Christine says
SEPTEMBER 2", 2016 AT 10:33 AM

Absotute truth in this artictel
'shumLin tikes to brag that since he took office, Vermont has

tt

times the number of solar

panets and zz times the wind-generated power it had before he took office. Hls goal. of
getting nearty atl of Vermont's energy from "renewabte" sources is we[[ underway,
regardtess of the destruction teft in the wake of this reckless endeavor.

'

And, how much of this destruction hetps Vermont get to that 9o% by zo5o? Absol.utety
NONE of the wind because the RECs are sold out of state. Why are they sotd out of state?

According to GMP, they setL them out of state to keep the cost down to the ratepayers of
Vermont. So, if we bring those RECs in state to contribute to our renewabte energy goats,
the Vermont ratepayers are going to be paying a lot more for etectricity.
The PubLic Service Board needs to go and the towns need to be listened to.
Repl.y

o

Joe says
SEPTEMBER 22. ao16 AT

il:26 PM

DefiniteLy ugty site with the wind towers in the NEK, I see what people mean when they
oppose the wind towers. They definitely take away from the naturat landscape beauty,
RepLy

o

Annette Smith says
SEPTEMBER

24,20\6 AT

2:O5 PM

lf onty ii was just about the view. There is so much more. Not saving the ptanet,
destroying the very areas necessary to adapt to the changing climate. Dividing
communities, corrupting governments, creating victims.
RepLy

n

Judy says
SEPTEMBER 23, 2016 AT 7:55 AM

This is happening worldwide. County by county, state by state, is ridicutous that while we
don't want them we have to pay for the tax credits to buiLd them and then the subsidies'
Repl.y

o

Annette Smith says
SEPTEMEER 24,20:'6 AT 2:O4 PM

Here is a recent German TV program hhtps://youtu.be,zLD5pufkg¿HM. As you say it's
the same story everywhere, with government corruption and usetess power.
RepLy

n

Jose says
SEPTEMBER æ,2016 AT 7:56 AM

Crony Capital.ism in action...he who has ihe $$$ gets the gig.
To defite a state and or nationat forest shoutd be a criminaL act

-

subversion of the very

intent to protect and preserve our forested Lands.
A disgracefuI and negtigent decision.
RepLy

o

Annette Smith says
SEPTEMBER 24, zo16 AT z:o¿ pM

VCE sued the federa[ government over this project. lt is very strange to see our

titigation rarely mentioned in the coverage of this project. lt is no smal.l. deal to bring a
lawsuit in federal court. Our case was based on conftict of interest, degradation of the
Aiken WiLderness, and more. You can read the fiLing here

https:,//vermontersforacleanenvironment.fites,wordpress.com/zotz/og/zouz-09-26memorandum-of-taw.pdf.
Repl.y

o

Annette Srnith says
SEPTEMBER 24,2c16 N,I 2:2oPM

After we brought suit zorz, lberdrota apptied to the USFS to change the turbine model,
bigger turbines with longer blades. That resutted in a stay of the case, and then we
had to incur more expense and fite an amended second suit, which is here

hllps:/ /vermontersforacleanenvironment.fites.wordpress.co m/zot3/77/zot3-7:.-zzamsj-fina[.pdf

RepLy

Annette Smith says

æ

SEPTEMBER 24,20:'6

Af

2:oo PM

The DeerfieLd Wind project has r5 turbines, not tt.
RepLy
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Grafton, Windham res¡dents fear

flooding from turbine project
SEPTEMBER 24, 2016 BY TRUENORTH
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Michaet Bietawski Vermont Watchdog
Residents in the ftood-prone communities

surrounding the proposed z8-turbine, 96megawatt Stites Brook wind project are
unhappy âbout vøhat the project wilL do to
the aesthetics of nearby ridge Lines. But
they're more worried about what it wil.l. do
to the risk of ftooding,
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McHuqh, Andrea
Christine lang

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

cmlangvt@gmail.com

>

McHugh, Andrea
Fwd: Comments for Act L74 Working Group
Comments to Act l-74 Working Group.pdf

Attachments:

Sony - I had

<

Tuesday, October Ll, 20L6 9:48 PM

a

typo in the first email that I sent.

From: Christine tang <cmlangvt@gmail.co
Date: Tue, Oct ll,2016 at 9:36 PM
Subject: Comments for Act 174 Working Group
To: PSB - Clerk <psb.clerk@vermont.g , andrea.mchugh@vermont.gove, vlyons@leg.state.vt.us

Dear Act 174 Working Group,
Please find attached our comments to the V/orking Group.

If

any more information is needed please feel free to contact us.

Respectflrlly

1

Comments for the Act 174 Working Group
Problems with the lntervenor Process at the PSB:
The public Service Board is a lawyer's world and there is a lot of communication between lawyers that

we the public are not privileged to be a part of.
The pre-hearing conference is a formality for the attorneys. They chat together before the hearing and
determine a schedule before they open the formal meeting. The public is just an audience and is given
no chance to offer input.
For a quasi-judicial system, it is very judicial and for the public to participate, we need a voice in the

procedure so we can be considered participants and not spectators.
During the Met Tower case that we have been involved in, we have been advised multiple times by the
Department of Public Service to get a lawyer. Lawyers are expensive and we don't have an unlimited
budget to pay forthat. The Met Tower case should have been a simple issue of did he or did he not put
up the Met Tower without a permit and was the permit required. We gain nothing out of this except for
asking the PSB to ensure that rules are followed. But, this case has dragged out for over a year now (we
first filed notice that he didn't have a permit in July, 20L5). During the last L5 months, we have had to

file for intervenorship twice, we were granted par.tial intervenorship, we have had subpoenas served on
us and our partial intervention was taken to the Vermont Supreme Court. The subpoenas were dropped
by the Swanton Wind lawyer and the Vermont Supreme Court case was dropped due to lack of show
cause.
As a rèsult of this Met Tower case, we feel abused by the system. Each time we speak with the

Department of Public Service, they feel sorry for us and what we are being put through, but they can do
nothing to help us and they cannot give us legal advice.
The State of Vermont has an obligation to help the citizens of Vermont navigate the PSB process. The
only way to do that with the current system is State to provide the citizens with an attorney

independent of the Department of Public Service to help them navigate and to protect them from this
adversarial and abusive process.
Respectfu lly Su bm itted,

Dustin and Christine Lang
2L Rocky Ridge Rd
St. Albans, Vt 05478

(802) s28-s242

McHugh, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Stephen Whitaker <whitaker.stephen@ gmail.com
Sunday, September !8, 20L6 7 :41 PM
McHugh, Andrea

>

Virginia Lyons
Pro Se Handbook
Pro Se Handbook.pdf

For consideration as a PSB publication.

The VLS clinic, prior lndependent Public Advocates like Richard Saudek and some future DPS may assist.
Can be narrowed in scope

to neither the Federal nor State Superior Courts, but only the

PSB

tlnited States District Court
Western District of Michigan

FILING YOUR LA\rySUIT II{
FEDERAL COURT
* This handbook is not for'use by prisoners *
Prepared by the Office of the Clerk
United States District Court
110 Michigan St., N.W.
Grand Rapids, MI49503

616-456-238t
http ://www.miwd.uscourts. gov

(12/3/t s)

McHu h, Andrea
Mary Martin <mary@dewittblake.com>
Thursday, October 06,20L6 2:24 PM

From:
Sent:
To:

McHugh, Andrea

Cc:

vlyons@ leg.state.vt.us

Subject:

PSB

I am unable

Workiing Group

to attend the meeting but I would like to share my experiences with you

I have learned over the past 3+ years that the PSB represents the Governor not the people. lt was explained to me that
by representing the Governor, they feel they are representing the citizens. The Governor was elected by the people;

therefore it follows, that what the Governor wants, the public wants.
Shumlin did not win by a majority vote, he was appointed to the position. ln the PSB's eyes there is no difference. The
Governor's wishes equal the citizeh's wishes. lt is a very flawed way of looking at ¡ssues. Then again, if you hold your job
because the Governor, appointed you, you would be wise to do his bidding.
Somet¡mes issues come up after an election and folks disagree with the Governor's position (even if they voted for him).
people would like a voice when they feel injustice is being done or their concerns are not being heard. lt will never
happen with the PSB, which rightfully should be called the GSB - replacing Public with Governor.
I hope I have made this clear but you may contact m,e íf you have any questions

Thank you,

Mary Martin
L967 Rte.74
Cornwall, VT
(802) g8e-13e8

.

McHugh, Andrea
Annette Smith <vce@vce.org >
Sunday, October 02,20L6 3:20 PM
McHugh, Andrea; PSB - Clerk;Virginia Lyons
Re: Availability for October 6 Meeting of Citizen Participation in Public Service Board
(PSB) Proceedings Working GrouP?

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

VCE-PSBWorkingGrou p-ProblemsSolutions-100616.pdf

Attachments:

Andrea, PSB Clerk and Sen. Lyons,
Attached please find VCE's comments to the Act 174 PSB Working Group in advance of Thursday's Oct. 6
meeting where I will be present at I:25 to answer questions based on the attached.

I will bring some hard.copies for the audience. I do not intend to offer testimony during the suggested 5 - 7
minute time frame. Given the extent of these comments, it seems to make sense to get them to the working
group members in advance so they can make best use of the time with their questions.
Annette

P.S. My cow is not an issue this week.
Annette Smith
Executive Director
Vermonters for a Clean Environment
789 Baker Brook Road
Danby, VT 05739
(802)446-2094
www.vce.org

On Sep 1,8,20I6,at 1:50 PM, McHugh, Andrea

<andrea.mchugh@ve

wrote:

Dear Annette Smith,

Greetings, I am writíng on behalf of Senator Ginny Lyons, Citizen Participation in Public Service Board
(pSB) proceedings Working Group Chair. There are four addítional Working Group members, Rep. Tony
Klein, Judge Robert Mello, Margaret Cheney (PSB Board member), and Chris Recchia (Department of
Public Service Commissioner).
The Working Group seeks recommendations to promote increased ease of citizen participation in PSB
proceedings pursuant to its charge under 2016 Acts and Resolves No. 1-74, Sec. 15(b). The Group will
make récommendations by December !5,2016,to the House and Senate Committees on Natural
Resources and Energy, the Senate Committee on Finance, and the Joint Energy Committee.
The Working Group would like to hear perspectives and recommendations on citizen partic¡pat¡on from

individuals with direct experience in
$ ro u p' s we
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PSB

proceedings. For more information, please see the Working

ve rm o nt. so v/Ac!l--Z4l¡Ug-LK!gG-fSg!.

Would you be available to speak before the Working Group on the afternoon of Thursday, October
6? We would ask that you limit your remarks to 5-7 minutes and be available for questions and
discussion. The working Group will meet at 1pm in the susan M. Hudson Hea
Roo
which is located
on e
oor of the People's United Bank Buildin g at 112 State Street, Montpelier
Please get back to me and Senator Lyons by Thursday, September 22,

.

to let us know if you are able to

attend. lf you are unable to attend, please let us know if there is anyone

else in your organization who

is available.

lf you have any questions, please don't hesitate to call me or to get in touch with Senator Lyons (copied
here). i will be irr the office on Monday anci Tuesday. äowever, i wifl be on vacarion from Wednesday,
September 21 through Tuesday, September 27 so please be sure to address any emails to Senator Lyons
as well or contact her directly in my absence.
Best regards,

Andrea McHugh

Andrea C. McHugh
Vermont Public Service Board
Utilities Analyst/ Hearing Officer
a

nd rea. mch ugh (avermo nt_.gov

802-828-2358
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VormontgrË'f Cleon Gnvlronrnent
789 Baker Brook Road, Danby VT 05739
www.vce.org (802) 446-2094 vce@vce.org

October 2,2016
Dear Act 174 PSB Working Group,
Thank you for the invitation to provide information to the Act 174 PSB Working Group charged
with making reconìmendations to the legislature for improving public participation at the Public
Service Board. I have attended or watched videosl of your meetings. This information is offered
in advance of the Oct. 6, 2016 meeting to provide time to review materials and prepare questions
for the 20 minute time slot you have allotted to VCE beginning at I:25 p.m.

Background on FSB Working Group
The PSB Working Group was created in legislation the day after I testified to the Vt. Senate
Finance Committee on March 22,2016. I requested time to testiff to the committee of
jurisdiction over the PSB after Vermont's Attomey General's ofÏice brought a criminal
investigation of me, alleging I was praclicing law without a license by helping members of the
public and towns participate at the Public Service Board (PSB). While the investigation had
been closed and found to be without merit, the fact that it was brought at all raises significant
issues with regard to public participation atthe PSB.
Summar:¡ qf m:¡ testimoryt to the Senate Finance Committee: The AG investigation proved that
the PSB is a legal process. People need to be represented by legal counsel in order to participate.
There is no public participation component as part of the PSB process. People can attend prehearing conferences, site visits and public hearings, but the Board tells the public at those events
that what they say is for the benefit of Board members and nothing anyone says is part of the
record on which the decision is based. People can move to intervene pro se, but they are not
participating as a member of the public. They are representing themselves as their own attorney
when they intervene at the PSB. Having assisted a number of people with the PSB process on a
variety oftechnologies and sizes; through all the various types ofprocedures from Pre-hearing
Conferences, Site Visits, Public Hearings, Prefiled Testimony, Discovery and responding to
Discovery, Technical Hearings, Briefs, Reply Briefs, comments on Proposals for Decision, ^
Motions for Reconsiderationãnd Oral Argument,I have observed that people give up rights2 the
'
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2When
attorneys represent parties, they know, for example, how to protect the rights of their clients by
objecting in order to preserve appeal rights, by understanding the rules of evidence and how to introduce
exhibits and use cross exhibits, by knowing how to respond to discovery questions and how to serve
discovery on other parties. PSB pro se parties have to learn all thìs and more in order to participate
#

p

:

effectively.

VCE Testimony to Act 174 PSB l(orking Group, Oct. 6, 2016

instant they engage in the process. I do not see how it is possible to teach people how to be a
lawyer in order to particìpate effectively in PSB proceedings. The PSB is a legal process where
the public does not have "access to court".

Background on Vermonters for a Clean Environment,Inc.
Since 1999, I have been executive director of Vermonters for a Clean Environment, Inc., a
grassroots organization founded in response to a large energy project that would have gonc
ihrougi:r iire PSB iiaii ii trioved í<¡rward. VCE has assisteci members oithe pubiic in paniciparion
in all types of environmental regulatory proceedings, including Act250, Agriculture permits, and
Agency of Natural Resources permits. When renewable energy siting became active at the PSB,
it was a normal part of VCE's work to assist the public in participation in the process for the
siting of energy projects. VCE also has experience with cases that have been litigated in
Environmental Court, Superior Court, the Vermont Supreme Court and Federal Court.
VCE has been involved in the many discussions about changing Act 250 - 2ß01,2003,2005,
2407 - and also ANR restructuring. VCE participated in the-Electric Generation Siting
Commission, where we facilitated the citizen's presentation.' We also gave a presentationa that
was invited by Department of Public Service (DPS) CommissionerLizMiller and Dept.
Commissioner Sarah Hofmann úho asked us to present the process we would like to see. We
recorded and I'watched all of the Solar Siting TaskForce meetings. VCE has recorded many
PSB pre-hearing confeiences, public hearings, site visits, technical hearings and oral arguments
to develop case studies that will serve to assist in improving the process lsee Exhibil l]. I serve
on my town's planning commission and represent my town at thã Rutlanà Regional Plãnning
Commission (RRPC) where I serve on the ad hoc Energy Committee and on the Regional Issues
Committee which reviews Act250 and Section 248 appiications.

TIIE PROBLEMS

l.

The PSB is unique in the country in doing land use siting. It is my opinion that the PSB
is not the appropriate regulatory venue to address the numerous issues associated with the
siting of wind turbines, solar panels, and other energy projectS that have major land use
components that were never envisioned when the PSB Was created.

2.

There is no citizen participation component at the PSB. The PSB process is one of the
most legalistic processes in existence, moreso even than courts.

3.

No assistance is provided to citizens faced with a brand new regulatory process. The
PSB Clerk is doing more than in the past, but does not provide the kind of extensive
assistance the public needs. It says something thatthe"Citizens Guide to the PSB
Section 248 process"t is 24 pages long and written from a legal perspective rather than in
layman's language.

Citizens presentation begins at

t

hour 58 minutes.

itizens'o/o20G

!i1g29LQ"D,pdf.

p.2 of
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4. Vermonters

unfamiliar with the PSB and how it operates. The general public does
not understand the difference between the PSB and DPS6 and the different roles they
play. The title "Office of Public Advocate" within DPS further confuses the public who
thinks that there is an entity that advocates for them.
are

5.

Few attorneys are familiar with the PSB's rules, which are in addition to the Vermont
Rules of Civil Procedure. Only a handful of attomeys practice before the Board
representing the public. The least expensive hourly rate I have heard of recently is
$l75lhour. It is not unusual for attorneys to charge $250/trour for PSB proceedings.
These rates are a major bar to the public's representation by legal counsel.

6.

The Board has denied only a few of the thousands of applications that have come before
it. The experience of attorneys representing the public and the experience of citizens
participatingpro se is the same: "It's as though we weren't even there." The Board's
track record of approving almost all projects is a disincentive to participation. "Why
bother" because "you are going to lose anyway." Some attorneys refuse to take PSB
cases because of the high cost to potential clients who are guaranteed to lose.

7

.

Examples of costs to participate when the public hires attorneys and experts:
a. VELCO NRP, total for towns and intervenors, $900,000+
b. Sheffield Vermont Wind, total for town and intervenors, $700,000
GMP Lowell Wind, total for towns and intervenors, $200,000
d. Georgia Mountain Wind, setbacks only, $35,000
e. Charlotte Solar, $30,000
Cold River Road Solar, total for town and intervenors $125,000+
g. North Springfield Biomass, total for intervenors, $90,000

c.

f.

8.

When members of the public do participatepro se, they have a steep learning curve.
This committee is taking months to learn about the PSB process. The public has nowhere
near that much time. Citizens have told me they leamed more talking to me in an hour
than they had in the previous month trying to understand what to do. The public must
learn how to file a motion to intervene, notice of appearance, a certificate of service and
cover letter according to the Board's rules and time frames. Solar projects have
presented a major challenge for the public, as diffèrent size projects have different
processes. I was developing a website to help guide the public' but was intemrpted by
the AG investigation and did not finish adding templates and examples of documents.
With the new net metering rules, some of the overly-complicated different processes are
being eliminated, but the Board will still have different procedures depending on the type
and size of project. Access.to filings has been a major issue that presumably will be

'resolved with ePSB.

6Commissioner

Miller changed DPS to PSD. VCE strongly advised against the name change, as we
public
was already confused by the difference between PSB and DPS, and changing it to PSD
noticed the
increase
the confusion.
would only
t
lupç ;11-v-tp,s--þp a$q ip-aqs t ggí
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The legal process and its complexity are abar to participation. When members of the
public learn what is involved in participating at the PSB, few choose to intervene. The
Boárd should provide the Act 174 Working Group with a list of all solar dockets
(excluding net-metered projects < 15 kV/) it has reviewed to date and note the ones in
which the public has intervened, the extent of the intervention, and the outcome. The
PSB Working Group might be surprised by how few Vermonters have chosen to
intervene at the PSB over solar projects.

public. In one case, members of the
public successfully intervened without assistance, but missed their deadline for pre-filed
testimony. When asked why they missed the deadline, they said "all the time we were
intervenors. On the schedule it said 'non-petitioning parties' file pre-filed testimony. We
didn't know that meant us." In another case, the public was required to file a Notice of

10. The language of the PSB is not the language of the

Appearance. Several members of the public did not understand the phrase and thought
that meant they had to appear in person somewhere.
11.

Understanding how the Board operates is a challenge even for attorneys. One example
is understanding what the process is for responding to Motions. Neither the Vermont
Rules of Civil Procedure nor the Vermont PSB rules establish a definitive time for frling
a response to Motions. There are strict times established for responses to pleadings, and
all Motions related to a hearing must be filed a certain number of days prior to that
hearing. Whenthere is a scheduling order, the Board sets deadlines. When there is not a
scheduling order, traditionally parties respond to Motions within ten days. Otherwise the
rules referencing Motions state that the parties shall,have a o'reasonable time" to respond
or present evidence. Sometimes the Board issues an order after receiving a Motion,
setting a deadline for response. Sometimes the Board does not issue an order after
receiving a Motion, and it is up to the parties to fïgure out whether they should wait to
see if the Board is going to issue an order setting a deadline for responding to a motion,
or if they should file a response. The Board has been inconsistent in how it addresses
Motions filed when circumst¿nces are not covered bV thp rules. VCE has found this to be
a very confusing aspect of how aparty interacts with the Board and other parties.

12. Deadlines and getting extensions from deadlines are an ongoing challenges. Often the
extension is requested in a timely manner, but the Board does not make a decision until
the day before or the day of the deadline. VCE has observed a lot of stress for the public
as they struggle to meet deadlines and seek extensions

from the Board that are not

responded to until the last minute.
13. Site visits are for the benefit of the Board and are not part of the record, unlike other

regulatory site visits where observations are recorded and made part of the record. VCE
has found it challenging to identi$r when and where site visits are going to occur.
14.

Public hearings are held for the benefit of the Board. This is a strange concept for
Vennonters to absorb. The Board has encountered Select Board members who become
angry at public hearings when they are informed that their comments do not become part
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of the record of decision. VCE had a disturbing experience with the PSB's treatment of
the public during the Docket 8167 Sound Standard Investigation workshop, where the
public's presentation was cancelled by the Board a few hours before the public hearing.
Instead, the public was required to stand at a microphone and was cut off at three
minutes. The hearing was supposed to be a "workshop" to hear from neighbors with
issues with noise from energy projects. The Board's choice to cancel the public's
presentation and use the typical public hearing format meant that the very people the
Board most needed to hear from were diminished in their input, especially in making
recommendations for future projects. It also resulted in the recruitment by wind
developers of people with an economic interest in wind energy who used up time
claiming they heard no noise from wind turbines. We have witnessed legislative hearings
about solar siting dominated by employees of the solar industry. DPS public hearings on
the energy plan have been dominated by proponents of the carbon tax. VCE will no
longer participate in turning out members of the public for a public hearing.
15.

Prefiled testimony is not a term most Vermonters are familiar with. In one case, the pro
se parties had doné an excellent job of finding half a dozen expert witnesses. The day
before the prefïled testimony was due, they sent it to VCE to review. It was entirely in
the form of letters. We educated the parties about the rules requiring Q&A with questiôn
and answer numbers and line numbers, double spaced, single sided. Somehow they
managed to convert it to the proper format and submit it in time.

16. Citizens must respond to discovery and serve discovery. Attorneys for developers have
abusedpro se parties by serving excessive numbers of discovery questions. In one case,
a couple who lived next to a proposed solar project was served with 290 discovery
questions. The Board denied the couple's Motion for Protection from the excessive
number of discovery questions. In our experience, many members of the public do not
understand the purpose of discovery and do not make good use of the opportunity to
serve discovery questions on the applicant. The rules for the formât are confusing, as
attorneys routinely use one page for each question and answer, however upon inquiry
VCE has detêrmined that is not a requirement of the Board and numerous questions and
answers per page may be submiued in response.

parking. The public is greeted by a sign on the door of the entrance to
room
saying if you park in the bank parking lot, your car will be towed.
hearing
the PSB

17. There is no public

18. Though the Board says that the hearing room is handicap accessible, there is no

designated handicapped parking for the PSB. The handicapped driver must risk having

their car towed if they park in the bank parking lot.
a deterrent to participation. For
hours
for a PSB hearing.
drive
six
instance, residents of Bennington must

19. The distance the public must

travel is a problem and

20. Participation in technical hearings by pro se parties places the public at an automatic
disadvantage. A relatively small number of highly skilled and well-paid attorneys
represent developers at the PSB. The same attomeys for DPS and the Agency of Natural
Resources (ANR) routinely appear before the Board. A Vermont citizen who happens to
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live near a proposed energy project enters an intimidating legal process facing
experienced attorneys. Pro se parties must know how to ask questions that will elicit
answers that can be used to support their position in their Brief, when to object, how to
respond to objections to their testimony or questions, how to use cross exhibits, when to
file post-hearing motions to bring in new information on issues raised at a hearing, and all
the rules that apply to being a lawyer in a legal proceeding. VCE has observed few
Vermonters who are capable of participating in the PSB's process in a manner consistent
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participants have been treated badly in hearings by applicant's counsel and the
PSB does not stop it. In one hearing, the attorney for the applicant repeatedly said
throughout the proceeding that the neighbors had "no right to be there, they arejust here
to stop the project." It was not until very late in the day when the hearing officer finally
said that the neighbors were granted intervention and they did have a right to be there. In
another case, during a break, attorneys for DPS and ANR toldthe pro se pafi they were
amazed by,how well the opposing counsel was treating him, as they had seen that
attorney be brutal towardspro se parties. Although we understand that courts are
supposed to be helpfulto pro se parties, we have seen no special accommodations for
members of the public w.ho choose to participate at the PSB. In one
enforcement/investigation, a pro se intervenor rvas served with a subpoena and was
advised by the PSB Clerk to hire an attorney in response. When that intervenor's party
status was appealed to the Vermont Supreme Court, DPS' counsel advised the intervenor
three times to hire an attorney (estimated to cost $10,000). VCE has reported instances
where we have observed developer's legal counsel lying to the Board, where developer's
legal counsel has inappropriately attacked VCE's director in filings in cases where VCE
is not a party, yet we have never seen the Board respond or address or sanction
inappropriate behavior by developerns attomeys.

21. Pro se

22. Contested Case. The PSB process is a litigious process. There is no opportunity for
þeople to sit down and talk. The need to plant trees to screen solar projects starts eut
with a fight. Gi,ve¡r that Vermonters want renewable energy, this is especially
unnecessary. For example, there have been two 15.0 kW solar prqjects with technical
hearings on aesthetics.s We estimate the cost of each of those õasés to be over $50,000
just to decide where to.plant trees to screen solar panels. The PSB process is an
inefficient and expensive way to site solar panels. We do not understand why.the
development community and legislators want the siting process to stay at the PSB.
23. Pro se parties

-

find.it is a challenge to hire qualified experts to testi$r before the PSB.
Experts can cost thousands of dollars. Experts have been reluctant to be hired by PSB
intervenors because of the high likelihood of failure, and therefore experts have shown an
unwillingness to take money for what is perceived to be a futile exercise. Developer's
attorneys can be aggressive in attacking intervenors' experts and narrowing the areas on
which they can speak.
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24. Deference to the ANR has led to a lack of due process on environmental issues. It is
rare that environmental issues come before the Board for cross-examination, as it is
nearly impossible for the public to get party stafus on environmental issues. When no
permit is required, ANR enters into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and
iesolves its concerns outside of any public process. When a permit is required, there is
no public process at ANR aside from filing written comments which in our experience
are almost entirely ignored. Those permits then come to the PSB as a done deal.
25. DPS enters into MOUs that subvert the PSB's review when no other parties intervene.
For example, one technical hearing for a2MW solar projecte took less than an hour.
About 17 minutes into the hearing, the Hearing Officer notes that the MOU has no
substance and the applicanlattorney says they had a deadline to meet so they put in
boilerplate language and "substantively there's not a lot in there." From the outside
looking in, the PSÉ, DPS and ANR's ito""r. becomes more like "Let's Make a Deal"
than a legitimate review of the issues by independent regulators.
26. Enforcement/Investigation dockets do not lead to resolutions for the public. At best,
the Board's enforcèment dockets may result in a fîne paid to the general fund. Hundreds
of complaints about wind turbine noise have resulted in sevêral ongoing investigations at
the PSB where lawyers forthe developer and the DPS exchange paperwork that take
years and will never result in neighbors being able to sleep. An example of one
ãnforcement docketlo reveals how skilled, well-paid attorneys can drag out the case for '
more than ayear. In another case, a noise complaint f,led in Sept. 2015 has seen
extensive exchanges of paperwork with no end in sight.

27.The cost of pàrticipating in an enforcement proceeding where the public is the victim is
high, as it requires paper filings with copies to all parties. For just one enforcement
hearingll, it cost the couple $300 for the paper filing, plus taking time and gas money to
drive to Monþelier. In another enforcement case, the people whose property was
damaged would have had to fîle a motion to intervene and notice of appearance and take
time off work to attend the hearing. In their absence, the developer made inappropriate
remarks about them whieh the neighbors were unable to refute.l2
28. The PSB is, by statute, unable to address property issues. Impacts on property values
are often the first issue raised by the public and towns. In addition, VCE has seen cases
with property issues such as deed restrictions prohibiting cominercial development,
private ròads, water rights, and landowners who feel duped into signing leases. In all
cases, the public is advised they must protect their rights through litigation in Superior
Court. However, when the PSB does address properly rights, it shifts the burden of proof
to property owners who must prove the developer's project will trespass on their
p.óp"rty, will devalue private property, will affect the property with noise, and neighbors
must prove they will be burdened with visuäl blight and denied the peaceful enjoyment of
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their properties as protected under the U.S. and Vt. Constifutions. The PSB's overall
approach to the rights of neighbors' private properfy rights has been to ignore those rights
rather than address and protect them.
29. Compensation for landowners in eminent domain/condemnation proceedings and other
cases where private property is taken for the "public good" have an unpleasant track
record at the PSB. .In wind cases, the PSB has allowed noise pollution to trespass onto
..-j-,^¿^--^-.â^¿-
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Vermont Constitution. Private property has been taken by Green Mountain Power for
Lowell Wind and by David Blittersdorf for Georgia Mountain Wind for blasting zones,

without compensation. In gas pipeline cases, Vermont landowners have been subjected
to land acquisition agents who took advantage of some members of the public. In a tower
case where the PSB found that landowners should be compensated $25,000, a Superior
Court jury found the appropriate amount was $l million.
30. The PSB has developed its own interpretation of Act 250's aesthetics criterion. Despite
correctly utilizing Act 250 precedent in a 2001 case called "Halnon" which included the
interests of neighbors and considered zoning for the clear written community standard,
and despite decades of legal precedent by the Environmental Board, Environmental Court
and Vermont,Supregre Court regarding the interpretation of the Quechee Analysi.s as it
relates to neighb'orsri and zoning language the Board has chosen to rely on the opinion of
two GMP experts in an uncontested 1996 wind case to discard the interests of neighbors.
The Board appears to be correcting this problem with the new net metering rule, but that
does not extend to the rest of the Board's dockets.

It is troubling to note that the Board

has never denied a solar project using a finding that
it would be "shocking and offensive to the average person" or, in the Board's rewrite of
that component of the Quechee Analysis, would "offend the sensibilities of the ayorage
person." VCE can point to specific solar projects that meet that standard. One example
is the 2 MW Sudbury Solar array which was constr,ucted too close to the road in an
extemely beautiful settingwith open fields and long views of the Green Mountains along
scenic Route 30, with no way to screen the project from views frorn neighboring homes.
VCE has received numerous unsolicited complaints about the aesthetic impact of the
project. Several homes fairly,far away that look out to the west with a view of the
Adirondacks now also see what appears at times to be a lake, and one of the homeowners
has complained about blinding glare from the solar project in their upstairs bedroom.
Another example is the 1.89 MW Barton Solar project built on a Class 2 wetland very
close to the road which has generated numerous complaints. The Board's failure to apply
this aesthetics standard has, in our opinion, led to some of the worst solar projects that are
generating increasing opposition to solar development.

The Board continues to diverge from Act 250 precedent by failing to consider zoning for
language that creates a clear written community standard.
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The Board has ignored or failed to apply well-established legal precedent regarding the
Lrse of the I-tvtax (a maximum level)-fòinoise as an aesthetic issue,r4 and has substituted
its own Leq (averaged over an hour) standard that is impossible to enforce.

Pro se participation in the PSB process is an all-consuming, life-absorbing experience that
robs Vermonters of time and money thatthey cannot afford. Because the outcome is largely predetermined based on the PSB's record of approving almost all projects that come before the
Board, the public is left feeling helpless, hopeless and disempowered. Over the years that VCE
has been following PSB proceedings, we have observed one citizen, Robbin Clark of Lowell,
who has interacted with the Board on three occasions, in20tI,2013 and2014. She expresses
the frustrations many Vermonters feel about the PSB process.tt

In response to Robbin Clark, Chair Volz and Board Member Burke advised the public to take
their concerns to the legislature. Efforts to get the legislature to address siting issues during the
past seven years have been met with a steadfast defense of the PSB as the only venue which can
ãddr"s the siting of energy projects. The Shumlin Administration has insisted that there must be
a state level process for energy projects, and has assured that the conversation about alternatives
does,not happen. The legislature has supported the industry's demand that energy developers
tr".d on. venue to hear their issues. This has not stopped wind developers from twice suing
landowners in Superior Court to take private property without compensation for blasting zones
rather than using the temporary condemnation powers available to them at the PSB.
The public has been put through two extensive siting commission/task force initiatives, neither of
which included a member of the public. The Electric Generation Siting Policy Commission
was made up of people with no direct experience with the PSB. VCE made every effort to be a
constructive contributor to the group's work, but our input was not considered. The commission
never talked about the PSB process or what it takes to participate, never considered Act 250 as
an alternative, and never looked in detail into the different technologies to determine what might
be appropriate.

As a result, we chose to observe the work of the Solar Siting Task Force but did not ask to
testifu or present, nor were we invited. We would have gladly offered testimony had our input
been requested. VCE has developed what may be the most extensive set of photographs of solar
projects in Vermont which we put into a presentation called "Good and Bad Solar". It is
presented without judgment, and gives the audience the opportunity to share their opinions and
èxperiences. Students at Vermont Law School were the first audience for the presentation, and
thêy found it to be very useful in understanding what makes a good solar site and a bad solar site.
We regret that the Solar Siting Task Force never took the opportunify to share the experience of
actually discussing specific sites in Vermont and the public's reaction to them. VCE has
researched how other states site solar projects, a topic the Solar Siting Task Force never
discussed until the final meeting when one member noted that they never looked at how other
states site solar. VCE did submit comments near the end of Solar Siting Task Force's work,
however as with the Electric Ceneration Siting Policy Commission, the PSB Sound Standard
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Investigation, and the PSB's Temporary Rulemaking for Wind Turbine Sound Standards, and
legislative testimony in recent years, our input appears to have been a waste of time.
Both the Solar Siting Task Force and the Electric Generation Poticy Siting Commission
came up with recommendations to do siting through planning. As a member of regional and
town planning commissions, I do not support this initiative, as it requires planners to make
decisions about private property along the lines of zoning and is antithetical to the traditional role

oí visionary planning. The assumption thai Town and Regionai Pians are somehow the probiem
has sidelined honest discussions about the current process and how it is and is not working, and
has assured that altematives are never discussed.
Solar development in Vermont has been especially painful to witness. VCE has recorded public
hearings where Vermonters say the same thing: "we want solar, we want to be a part of it, we
want it to serve us and our communities, bu.t not this site, not this way." We compiled comments
from several public hearings into one videol6 that captures the typicai sentiment oiVermonters
faced with poorly sited solar projects that provide no coÍnmunity benefits, sell the Renewable
Energy Credits out of.state, do not count towards the state's energy goals, and cannot legally be
called solar power for Vermont.

\ilind development in Vermont impacts hundreds of people around a project site.

The Board's
approval of all wind projects except one where the applicant refused to do the ANR-required bird
and bat studies, along with the Board's track record of discarding almost all expert witness
testimony other than that submitted by the applicant and disregarding neighbors' interests and
failing to respond in any meaningful way to noise cornplaints for existing projects sets a
frightening stage for the next participants at the PSB for a wind project.
Gas pipelines are long linear projects that disrupt landowners' lives and, as with wind projects,
create sacrificial zones where people feel victimized. More than six homeowners along the VGS
pipeline have been forced to sell their homes to the gas company. VCE attempted to teach
Vermont Gas Systems how to use a community-based stakeholder process for its gas pipeline
extension, but VGS chose to ignore our advioe.

Transmission,lines are also long linear projects with major impacts to landowners. VELCO
learned from the NRP and created a new engagement process for the Southern Loop, and a
Transmission Planning.group that meets quarterþ. There are better models for developing
energy projects than are currently being utilized by renewable and fossil fuel developers.
[See Exhibit

I
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2 for a Resolution that summarizes the problems with the PSB process].
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THE SOLUTION

"pursuant to Act 174, the Vermont Legislature has directed the.formation of a working group to
review the current processes for citizen participation in Vermont Public Service Board
proceedings. The mission o.f the Act 174 Working Group is to make recommendations to
promote increased ease of citizen participation in those proceedings."
Recommendations to promote ease of citizen participation in PSB proceedings
1. Improve public notice and information; mail the new and improved Citizens Guide in
hard copy to all parties on Certificate of Service with first notice to potential parties
2. Write Citir.nr Guide in layman's language, and include text of all Rules that apply at the
PSB

3. Explain the difference.between

the PSB and DPS in the beginning of the new Citizens

Guide

4.
.

Create a searachable database of decisions similar to the Environmental Board's "notes"
to enable the public to understand the Board's prior decision-making

including line spacing, single or
double sided, page numbers, service list requirements, number of copies, deadlines, for
all the variety of processes, all in one place in the Citizens Guide.
6. Explain all the requirements of pro se parties in layman's terms
7. Create clear guidance on Motion practice
8. Create a PSB staff person dedicated to answering questions from all parties and
facilitating informal discussions about scheduling and other matters
g, Assure puUti. access to all documents filed in all cases as soon as possible (ePSB is
eagerly awaited), while maintaining the ability for Vermonters without computers to
access case files
10. Reduce paper filings and track progress ofpaper reduction
11. Requireitut. ug"tt"y staff with expertise to attend site visits, not just attorneys
12. Create a method by which oral comments at a hearing and written public comment
submitted to the PSB can be considered as part of the decision
13. Hold all hearings in the county in which the project is located
14. Enable remote access to hearings and video and phone.testimony
15. Provide information for the public about parking, including handicapped parking, for
hearings held in the susan Hudson hearing room in Monþelier
16. Expand and/or utilize existing authority to hire independent counsel and experts, billed to
the applicant
17. create a counsel for the Public with the ability to hire experts
18. Work with the Vermont Bar Association to fulfill the pro bono donations of time for
attorneys practicing in Vermont. Provide citizens with a list of attorneys on the Bar
Association's pro bono listwho will assist in filing motions, responding to discovery,
assisting in hearing preparation, and brieß
19. Create a process for Intervenor Funding so citizen participants can hire lawyers and
. 17 l8 19

5. Provide clear guidance on secretarial requirements,

expens
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20. Seek legislative changes to enable the PSB to address property issues
21. Eliminate the use of MOUs from ANR and DPS or create a public process around the

developmentof MOUs
22. Apply PSB's standards outside of political influence
23. Develop a review system to evaluate whether the Board is operating independently or is
operating in a manner that gives the appearance of "regulatory capture"
24. Address the.public perception that the Board is approving virtually every project that is
appiieti fur, anti rleny projects thai cio noi meei ihe substaniive crireria
25. Require the Board's decisions on aesthetics (visual and noise) to be consistent with
Environmental Board, Environmental Court and Vermont Supreme Court legal precedent
26. Eliminate the use of post-CPG compliance filings and requirá all permits unã
"orrdition.
to be final prior to issuance of CPG.
27. Cteate a new division of enforcement and eliminate the use of "investigation" dockets for
enforcement purposes.

2S.Utilize NOAVs and create the opportunity for'.citizens suits',.
29. Actively advocate to the legislature to change the model from one that is developerdriven to a model that is community-driven and provides real benefits to Vermonters.
30. Create an option for facilitated community-based stakeholder processes prior to litigated
contested cases at the PSB.20

II.
1.

'

THE SOLUTION

Move land use siting to Act 250, while leaving typical PUC issues such as rates, need,
interconnection, etc. with the PSB. Act 250 has many benefits, in addition to being a
good land use law, especially for solar siting. Act250
a. is staffed by regional district coordinators trained to be responsive to all parties, a
real person to answer questions
b. has regional offices accessible to the public, with parking
c. has a state level and regional structure that enables state level accountability while
respecting the specific characteristics of each region, which are unique
d. has excellent public notice practices
e. is effective in identifying stakeholders and administering party status
has the ability toconvene informal søkeholder meetings as allowed for in l0
VSA $ 6085 (e) where parties can come together to develop solar the right way,
rather than starting with a contested case
g. is possible for citizens to participate in without attorneys
h. has a document and database system that is easy to use and searchable and where
all documents are available
has enforcement
acts as a clearinghouse for permits and it is a normal course of business to do so.
One of the Act 174 Working Group members said that it would be a challenge to
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have several different entities. But this is already happening with the PSB, where
ANR brings in its permits and MOUs, DPS brings in its MOUs, other entities
bring in their approvals such as the utilities, and also other parts of state
government bring in theirs, such as Vermont Division of Historic Preservation.
Soon the Agency of Agriculture will hopefully begin to participate. This is
exactly what Act 250 is already designed to handle. And unlike the PSB, which is
issuing CPGs with a lot of unresolved issues, leading to post-CPG compliance
f,rlings (that drive attorneys crazy fromwhat they have told me), you do not get
your permit from Act250 until everything else is in order.
has capacity. The PSB is doing too much work of the sort it was never designed
to hanãle. The sheer volume of work being submitted to the PSB is
unsustainable, and is not being done well. Based on the cases I am following
there appears to be a backlog and the Board has a lot of trouble getting decisions
out. I believe that the core work of a traditional Public Utilities Commission is
suffering because of the dishaction of the land use siting work. I also see this
happening with the Department of Public Service, which is incapable of keeping
up with the volume of applications being submitted and frequently seeks
extensions of deadline, and on which they are supplying aesthetics and other
expertise never envisioned or planned for when Section 248 was created.

What would moving land use siting to Act 250 do?
Wetlands, floodways, soil erosion, stormwater permits, impacts to groundwater
-and surface water, air pollution would be reviewed under Criteria I through 4
Would address traffie and delivery issues, which have been issues with Lowell
-Wind and Barton Solar with Criterion 5
the opportunity for disçussion about impacts to the municipal grand list
-fireProvides
suppression issues which are addressed in Criterion 7
The aesthetics analysis used in Criterion 8 would be applied correctly, including
-using zoning by-laws for the clear written community standard portion of the
as an
Quechee Analysis, and considering the interests of neighboring landowners
"averageperson". Mitigation in the form of adequate screening and setbacks from
the travelled roadways would be addressed
Would be more open to local discussions about the wildlife under Criterion 8(A)
-and likely result in better protections.
Ag soil impacts would be considered under Criterion 9(B) and would require
-offsite mitigation
Town plans would carry full weight under Criterion 10
The NRB's two-pager that they hand out at hearings is here and details the criteria:
hl!p-.1lw"vnv,ntþ.s1a1ç.-vl-uV-luplp:¿þliqa!i-o¿ç1nrþ.L.p-d-f

2. It is not possible to talk about the PSB process, public participation, and energy siting

generically. Each technology has different challenges. Act250 is the appropriate place
for solar siting. Long linear projects like transmission lines and pipelines have different
challenges. Wind projects impacting large ateas are similarly challenging. In those
cases, we recommend adoption of the community-based stakeholder process. In our
experience, it is much easier to get the citizens to the table than it is the businesses, but
once everyone comes together to address the issues the whole dynamic can change.
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VCE's proposal for regulatory reform can go beyond the psB process and the
problems we see with it. We have listened over the years to the complaints from the
business community regarding Act250 and ANR, we have listened to ANR's complaints,
and we are recommending an overhaul of the entire regulatory system to create a land use
panel'that hears all appeals of all land use permits, so there is one place where land use
decisions are being made on a consistent basis. This proposal is based on our years of
experience with Vermont's regulatory system. Our proposal is meant to be a starting
place, noi a fuily baked pian, an<i couici be raken a srep at a time.
lsee Exhibit Jl.
The first step, one that we believe will work and is realistic, is to create a place at the Act
250 District Commissions where people can sit down and talk utilizing a communitybased stakeholder process. We are not talking about using the existing District
Commission process as a starting place, because that is also a contested case. Instead, we
suggest using District Coordinators as facilitators, so that when an application comes in, a
meeting is called where all parties sit around the t¿ble and discuss the issues. If they
choose to work together, the land use issues can be resolved. If they choose to fight, then
move to the contested case model with intervenor funding provided to parties for
lawyers and experts.

4

Planning. As a planner, I do not see the current initiative passed in Act 174 as a
solution. It will require plans to make specific decisions about where and where not to
site renewable energy, and what that amounts to is spot zoning. It will pretty quickly
degenerate into fights about property rights. The requirement for towns to not exclude
any technology is a non-starter for many areas that have become educated about the harm
from wind turbine noise. The mapping tools being developed are an important addition
forplanners to use. Town and regional plans can play an important role in energy siting,
but the planning initiative by itself is not a solution. If a town or region will noiágree to
knowingly causing harm to its citizens by identiffing sites for big wind turbines, the
plans will not receive certification and will not be accorded Substantial Deference by the
Board.

5.

The public's response to the helter skelter devglqpment of renewable energy, coupled
with the approval.of all but three projects in the last decade (the East Haven riVind project
the Bennington Chelsea Solar project and the North Springfield Biomass project) ii Oóing
great harm to Vermont. The attitude that we can't give towns veto power or we can't let
anyone other than the PSB and the state decide how and where to develop renewable
energy is now working against the st¿te's goals. It is a parental, dictatorial, dismissive
attitude that Vermonters find insulting.

Thank you for this opportunity to present this information to you based on 17 years' experience
working with Vermonters on contentious issues involving the interface of industrial and
residential areas. I am available to answer questions.
Sincerely,

A,rrÑa*wt*
Annette Smith, Executive Director
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EXHIBIT 1

VIDEOS OF ENERGY AND PSB MEETINGS AND HEARINGS
Electric Generation Siting Policy Commission Information Meeting Videos
Oct. 31,2012 through Jan. 11,2013
# t https://vimeo.com/52605432
#2b!Iys-;!l_u*igp,q-pom/53672205
#3 https://vimeo.com/5465 8854

st3s478
#4 httos://vimeo.
#5 https://vimeo. coml56AßI56
#6 https: I lvimeo.com/ 57 341 440 Part

1

https: I / vimeo.com/ 57 29 49 40 P art 2
https: I I vimeo.com/ 57 299 5 60 Part 3

Public Hearing # I https://vimeo.com/S 8268 75 9
9684s35
Public Hearing, Lowell httos://vimeo
Public Hearing #4 https //vimeo.com/63448 I 05
Electric Generation Siting Policy Commission's Publications Page with Transcripts of
Deliberative Sessions through April 25, 2013 http://sitingcommission.vermont.gov/publications
Joint Legislative Hearing on Siting Commission, Public Comment and Committee Discussion,
Seot. 25. 2013 httos: I lvimeo.com/7 59 56920
:

Solar Siting Task Force Meeting Videos
July 28, 2015 through Jan. 21,2016
#l httos://Voutu.beÆF7 29-TJRw8
#2 https://youtu.be/9 r5ul0Wxks
#3 https://youtu.be/K9RcYzVUxRg
#4hJtps;1&ou[rþ/-qXK*B*-bp,IqeX-E
#5 https://voutu.be/7SYAXN3lR2o
VPUcE
#6 httos://voutu.
GfPsIHISK
#7 httns://Voutu.
#8 https://voutu.be/qqcnYx9YHGU
#9 https://youtu.be/0wqeW2teeqY
# I 0 http s / I y outu.b e I 2 5 zqetw29p0
Solar Siting Task Force Website
http://solartaskforce. vermont. qov/
:
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I

PSB Pre-Hearing Conferences
Swanton Met Tower Investigation, Aug. 25, 2015 https://:rou¡r.be/q

I t_9GIjri8
Blittersdorf Irasburg Met Tower Investigation, Oct. 7,2015 https://l¡outu.be/-iboQWZPloS8
Georgia Mountain Wind Noise Complaint, November 30, 20 I 5 https ://youtu.be/iPZs3 eosYi Y
Green Lantern Solar Cambridge two 500 kW, December 17,2016
https ://youtu.be/qOpPlMVlu3 4
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AllEanh Fenisburgh I 5 0 kW, March 24, 20 I 6, htrps //youtu. be/yos_2vlxOf2t
SunCommon Addison 150 kW, Apri|29,20l6 httns://voutrr.be/
iFUT4xAM
:

k

BlittersdorfIrasburgSmallTurbineInvestigation,July29,20|6@
PSB Site Visits
VELCO Tower, Wells, Sept. 29, 20L I https:I /vimeo.com/29819 547
North Springfield Biomass,25-35 MW, Feb. 28, 2}12https://vimeo.com/377I4}92
VELCO Tower, Wells, Nov. 2 7, 20 12 bnps: I / v imeo.coml 5 440069 6
groSolar Cold River Road Rutland Town 2.3 MW, April 18, 2014 https://youtu.þe/sl4ei-cwsVc
AllcoÆcos Energy sudbury solar 2 MW, May 29,2014 https://youru.be/BAKhç2y0s6w
groSolar,Cold River Road Rutland Town 2.3 MW, Jan. 6, 2015, https://youtu.be/xH,tKXuce190
GMP NPS 100 kW Wind Turbine Vergennes, Feb. 24,2015 https://youtu.be/gSjjSygkdfM
Vermont Solar Farmers Bondville 2.2}dW, March 6,2015 https://youtu.be/QaTr-YlSExw
Next .Generation Solar, New Haven 2.2 }l4W, July 15, 20 I 5 https://:¡outu.be/xKlGÏTdewc
AllcoÆcos Energy chelsea and Apple Hill solar, Bennington two 2 MW, Nov. 13, 2015
https://youtu.be/luN5PjFq2ow

PSB Public Hearings
Georgia Mountain Wind 10 MW, Georgia, May 2009.hÍps./1y_q_UrUJg/tylvfkg.li_y& (one person
speaking, to show the circumstances when a large group attends in a gymnasium with bad
acoustics)

Georgia Mountain Wind l0 MW, Milton, Nov. 10,2009 https://youtu.be/SX1l-Dxh3j8 (Parr 1,
other parts can be found on the same youtube channel)
North springfield Biomass, 25-35 Mw, Feb. 28, 20l2https://vimes.com/37659799
Derby Line Wind, March26, 2012 httns://virneo.
t0491
Eolian Wind Met Towers Newark, July 17, 20l2https:llvimeo.com/46}55717
groSolar Cold River Road Rutland Town 2.3 MW, March 26,2014
https://youtu.be/zY0fkoASvhScharter Hill solar Rutland city I MW, April 3,2014 htpsl¡voutu,ue¡nv-zpuoEmo
NextSun North Main Street Rutland 1.89 MW, April 17, 2014 https://youtu.beÀ{1Ul_gbNuVQ
NextSun Park Street Rutland 1.89 Mw, April 17, 20la h$ps:ly-outu.be/gkQslxf:lpa0
AllcoÆcos Energy sudbury Solar 2 MW, May 20,2ar4 https://youtu.be/nJex2eHlhos
Allco/Ecos Energy Apple Hill Solar 2 MW, lll4ay 7,2015 https://youtu.be/stJEGSRxpuo
Next Ceneration SolarNew Haven 2.2MW,July 15,2015 https://youtu.be/ZzRWuu W9GS
GMP Richmond Solar 4. 99 MW, SepL. 24,. 20 I 5 https://youtu.beilBxKUu_CrZ0
Ranger Solar Ludlow 20 MW, March 17,2016 bltpS;11yq_Utu,_bç1WjPÇZeKþjc-y
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PSB Status Conferences, Special Hearings
GMP Lowell Wind Habitat Fragmentation 63 MW, May 1,2016 https://vimeo.com/41702819
Barton solar show cause, 2 MV/, Ian' 29,2015 https://youtu'be/4pe0n60Hozc
Georgia Mountain Wind Noise Complaint Investigation, Jan. 20,2016
httos://voutu.be/ no WOh 154
Deerfield Wind Bear Mitigation, 30 MW, July 6, 2016 https://youtu.be/IHED6byDgNS

PSB Technical Hearings
AllcoÆcos Energy Sudbury Solar 2 MW, July 14,2015 https://youfu.þç8Hçmy!6lq{k
AllcoÆcos Energy Chelsea Solar Bennington 2 MW, July 16, 2015
8 4 9AykQ
Vermont Solar Farmers Bondville2.2MW,Iuly 27,2015 https://youtu.be/vs6l-XKOy3o
AllcoÆcos Energy Apple Hill Solar Bennington 2 MW, Aug.25,2015
https ://youtu.be/dDcANd0bQZY
5DBYuuJZSS
GMP Hartford Solar 4.99 MW, December 15,2015 httos://voutu.
8,2016
4.99
MW,
January
Solar
Richmond
GMP
hltpq/youtu.be/fiARMfu0Pka
New Haven 350 kW, January 12,2016 https://youtu.be/0lYA-ZDtBSE (partial)
SunCommon New Haven 150 kW, January 14,2016 https://)¡outu.be/5e9Dlj0l6zc
Green Lantern Solar Cambridge two 500 kW, February 8,2016 https://youtu.be/1n-sG5kS6GE
(Part 1, other parts can be found on the same youtube channel)
AllEarth/VERA Charlotte 500 kW, April l, 20 I 6 https ://youtu.bel0jKlX I r1 7 98
South Forty Solar Burlington 2.2}r4W,May 26,2016 https://youtu.be/tJD3zTFH-yw, Part 1
6z1IdFA. Part2
httos://voutu.
SunCommon Addison 150 kW, JuLy 7,2016 https://youtu.be/7jtw6aEW-Cc

https //youtu.be/:zqD
:

PSB Oral Arguments
S eneca Mouni Wind Met Towen, l/ray 29, 20 13 https: / I v imeo.com/ 67 29 5822
groSolar Cold River Road Rutland Town 2.3 l|l4W, Jan.7 ,2015 https://voutu.be/9VF-fcTwØ
SunCommon New Haven 150 kW, June 10, 2016 https://youtu.beiwmikPKuZNhQ
NextGen solar New Haven 2'2Mw, August 17,2al6 https://youtu'be/Zecvwcio'Bs
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EXHIBIT 2

PROBTEMS

WITH THE PSB PROCESS

RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY SITING
Whereas
. the Vermont Public Service Board wa.s created to address issues associatecl with centralized
baseload power plants owned and operatect by utilities
. The role of the PSB has chansed as technoloeies. policies and markets are rapidlv chansins tc)
clecentralized power owned and operated by both utilities and rnerchant generators
. The PSB process is a legal pl'ocess accessible only to attorneys or people who participate as pro se
parties representing themselves in a courtroom situation with all the rules and legal requirements
of an attorney
. There is no place in the PSB process for parties to sit down and talk
. The PSB process is litigated as a contested case, with lawyers and experts, pre-filed testimon¡
discover¡ technical hearings with cross-examination, and brieß
. Participants in the PSB process must become experts on rules and the laws that govern the
proceedings, in addition to the specific issues raiseci by the proposal
. Participants in the PSB proce.ss must spend money on printing and postage, even in enforcement
cases where the participant is the complainant
' Costs to participate in so¡ne limited cases before the PSB have frequently run $30,000 to $50,000
. Costs to participate in larger cases before the PSB have frequently run $200,000 to $700,000
. In every instance where opposing parties have participate<l with lawyers and experts on renewable
energy projects, they have come away saying "it is as though we weren't even therel' lhis is true
for towns as well as individuals.
. VerY few attorneys are willing to take cases from people who want to participate in the PSB process
. Attorneys who will take the cases cost $175 - $250 an hour
. The cost of participation in the PSB process is out of range of Vermont's citizens and towns
. Those who do participate in the PSts process cannot recomnlend to other people that they hire
lawyers and experts because no results have been seen
. The PSB has denied only one solar project on the substantive criteria.
. 'fhe PSB has failed to respond in a meaningful way to noise complaints from wind projects for four
years (Georgia Mountain, Lowell) and fiveyears (Sheffield)
. The PSB is losing credibility with Vermonters who are witnessing what has happened in recent
history
. 'l}rere is no public process as part of the PSB. Site visits, public hearings and public comment are
entirely for the benefit of the Board or Hearing Officer to understand the issues better from the
local perspective; nothing said or written in public comment is considered as part of the record on
which the decision is made
Resolved, that the Vermont Public Service Board's functions should continue to be in the areas of
typical utility regulation, while the land use siting portions of the Board's current functions move to
Act 250, utilizing the District Commission infi'astructure and statutory provision Title 10, g6085(e)
that grants the authority to "promote expeelitious, informal, and nonadversarial resolution of issues,
require the timely exchange of infonnation cc¡ncerning the appiication, and encourage participants to
settle clifferences," where developers, community members and town governff)ents can work together
to clevelop energy that respects Vennonters and protects the environment & the state's natural beauty.

EXHIBIT 3

A NEW PROCESS FORENERGY SITING
VCE is proposing a new process for siting energy projects, one that encourages people to work together rather
than fight. The current'tontested case" has no place for cooperation and collaboration. VCE proPoses to
change that. There is no reason why community members, planners, town government, developers, utilities and
regulators cannot work together to site the energy that Vermonters consistently say we want. Vermonters want
to be a part of the process and we want to see clear benefits.

Plan A = Collaboratron
Using the Act 250
infrastructure, stakeholders
meet to discuss whether to
work together or fight. If
collaboration is chosen, the
rules of stakeholder processes
come into play, with

9ftuP

joint

fact finding and mutual gains
negotiations.

PlanB=ContestedCase
If parties choose to fight, the
state and applicants put up
Intervenor Funding shared

among parties for lawyers and
experts.

A new

5 member land use
panel is created and hears

all contested cases including
appeals of ANR, Agriculture,
and Act 250 permits. In all
cases, the state's and applicant's
Intervenor Funding assures
that the issues receive fair and
full consideration.

This'tarrot and stick"
approach uses Intervenor
Funding to encourage
developers to come up
with good proposals and
collaborate on the local and
regional level to assure good
siting, community benefrts,
in compliance with the state's

Annual¡

goals.

The Public Service Board

retains the duties of

$tcf lr

utility

.Ed.* r¡rçl hr¡¡d hyY¡rmon¿
"/
CÉr¡7ú õ¡Íed on ¡|¡*rËcnrd
fopranf
dßYdopoã.

regulation including rates,
interconnection, and need.
There is one de novo contestecl case, with one on-the-record appeal to the Vermont Supreme Court.

McHuqh, Andrea

Cc:

Barbara Clearbridge < clearbridge@fastmail.com >
Sunday, October 09,2076 2:42 PM
Virginia Lyons
Barbara Clearbridge; McHugh, Andrea

Subject:

Re: Comment

From:
Sent:

To:

for October LL Hearing

I'm sure you realize that often external interests govem oúr elected representatives. Sometimes they need to
repay people who have helped them get elected, sometimes they make deals to enable them to get certain
legislation passed and these deals require them to vote particular ways in other matters.
There has long been a debate about whether an elected official uses her/his position to express the opinions of
her/his constituency, or if they feel that they have been elected because the public supports the official's general
outlook and therefore officials may follow their own opinions on various issues.
has voted to ban fiacking
gas
through our state and allowing its sale
here, yet the governor has supported a pipeline conveying fracked

An obvious conflict in the current Gaz Metro conflict is that the Vermont legislature

here, which is a disagreement with that legislation.

Electing Board members would addiess some of these issues, though it's not possible to entirely avoid the effect
of owing election or voting favors.
Regards,

Barbara Clearbridge
www. Feelin gMuchBetter. org
state.vt.us> wrote:

On Oct 9,2016, at 12:32 PM, Virginia Lyons
Barbara-

Thank you for the note.
Question: if elected board members best represent the public, how is it that elected
representatives to the general assembly do not represent the public?
Best Regards,
Senator Ginny Lyons

On Oct 9,2016,at12'25 PM, Barbara Clearbridge

I

am unable to attend in person.

<clearbridge@feeling

My concern is not only that it becomes easier for

the general public to participate in hearings, but that public opinion is given equal
weight with the opinions of legislators, the governor, and the parties directly
involved in matters before the Board. The should be no "politics" in PSB
decisions, no automatic following of the current administration's desires. The
Board should be independent of all such pressures or obligations or expectations.

I

wrote:

I want to suggest that the PUBLIC Service Board represent the public, not elected
offrcials. It should be an elected panel, not an appointed panel.
Thank you.
Barbara Clearbridge
www.FeelinsM uchBetter.org
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McHugh, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Richard Spitalny

rspitalny@hotmail.com >
Wednesday, October L9, 2016 1-L:55 AM
McHugh, Andrea; vlyons@leg.state.vt.us
Re: Public Comment For Act L74 Working Group's Meeting Tomorrow: Oct. 19, 2016
<

Excellent!

Thank Vou verv much for your time, the Working Group's time ... everyone's efforts ... on the public's behalf.
Thank you as wellfor the extremely prompt reply. : -

)

Richard
From: McHugh, Andrea <Andrea.McHugh@vermont.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October L9,2OL6 L1:49 AM
To: Richard Spitalny; vlyons@leg.state.vt.us
Subject: RE: Public Comment For Act 174 Working Group's Meeting Tomorrow: Oct. L9, 201.6
Thank you for your comments, Mr. Spitalny. I will share them with the full Working Group.
Best regards,

Andrea

Andrea C. McHugh

Vermont Public Service Board
Utilities Analyst/ Hea'ring Officer
a ndrea. mchugh @vermont.gov
8A2-828-23s8
From: Richard Spitalny [mailto:rspitalny@hotmail.comJ
Sent: Wednesday, October L9,20L6 L!:42 AM
To: McHugh, Andrea <Andrea.McHugh @vermont.gov>; vlyons@leg.state.vt.us
Subject: Public Comment For Act L74 Working Group's Meeting Tomorrow: Oct. 19, 201-6
Dear Ms. McHugh and Senator Lyons,
was pleased to recently learn about the Act L74 Working Group and its mission to promote increased ease of citizen
participation in PSB proceedings pursuant to its charge under 2016 Acts and Resolves No. L74, Sec. 15(b).
I

As an adjoining landowner, I have intervened in PSB Docket CPG #16-0042-NMP groSolar/Orchard Road Solar l. For
your convenience, here is a link to Middletown Spring's website where you can find various links to related documents.

htto ://m idd letownsorinss.vt.sov

-deoartments/select-board/

ended up sending you this link rather than a link to the docket itself on the PSB's website because, after looking for
over 3O minutes, I could not find it. (Though it used to be listed. Perhaps the site has been recently
updated/reorga n ized.)
I

1

I'm writing today with the hope that my comments might be helpful to the Working Group in your meeting tomorrow,
October 20,20'1,6.
I have spent, literally, hundreds of hours ever since I opened groSolar's May 30, 20i.6 documents on April 5th of this year
in opposition to a proposed commercial solar installation that would be extremely poorly sited if approved, though I do

support a ppropriate, well-conceived, renewa ble ene rgy projects.

Without a lawyer and/or organizations such as Vermonters for a Clean Envíronment (VCE), there simply is 'no way' the
average person, on their own, can assert and defend their rights if an ill-conceived wind, solaç gas pipeline, transmission
líne or other Similar project that could radícally diminish their quality of life and/or property values and/or enjoyment of
their property, neighborhood and community comes before the PSB.
By my own experience I have learned that Town Select Boards either don't haveÆeel they have the authority; or, don't
feel they have a way to learn and thus reflect the will of a majoríty of the Town's citizens on such matters.

The burden thus thrust upon individuals to find the necessary and extensive amount of time needed to learn what to do
next .... if they can ... after learning they have 45 days to comment ... is unlike anything else I have ever encountered.

to make is that Applicants, as well as the PSB , be req,uired to mail a hard copy of the PDF
linked to below to any party, the first time they are included on a Certificate Of Service:
One suggestion I would like

http://psb.vermont,eov/sites/psb/files/publications/Citizens'%20Guide%20to%20248%20Februarv%2014%202012.pdf
(l think it says something ... quite a bit actually ... that this 'guide' is over 20 pages long!)

ln addition, I would suggest that the PSB should be required to provide a phone number as well as an email to the
correct person(s) within the PSB who can provide 'technical support' for the public. By that I mean, who can answer
questions and provide guidance on the most effective and efficient ways to learn about the process and to secure
assistance.

ln addition to the above referenced 20+ page guide, I would suggest that the PSB be r:equired to provide contact
information for not for profit organizations such as VCE who are knowledgeable and available, pro bono, to provide
assistance.

The PSB should likewise also be required to provide a list of lawyers who have provided assistance ¡n oppgsit¡on to
projects similar to the inquiring individual's.
Thank you for taking the time

to read my email and for considering my suggestions.

Sincerely,
Richard
Richard M. Spitalny
67 Wescott Road

Middletown Springs, W 05757
and
24 Tanglewild Road

Chappaqua, NY 10514
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McHugh,'Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Ron Slabaugh <ron.slabaugh@gmail.com>
Saturday, October 08, 2016 L:26 PM

McHugh, Andrea
vlyons@ leg.state.vt.us

Hearing on public participation.
I have tuned into this issue by tracking the gas pipeline eontroversy. I have
attended several hearings and meetings to seek public input. As a member
of the public, I feel totally ignored and unrepresented by the PSB. It
certainly seems to me that Gov. Shumlin has told PSB and DPS to
facilitate the pipeline and all kinds and manner and amount of public
impute make no difference at all. V/ith this issue, it feels like citizens vs.
our government who has decided to do this project whatever the evidence
of the irrationality of building fossil fuel infrastructure to last 50 years
while touting renewables.. I am so irritated at VGS and others who
continue to tout the relative 'cleanness' of natural gas despite more and
more evidence that this is only true if you ignore the drilling and transport
and that a life cycle analysis shows it's worse than coal.
As I write, I have that futile feeling that this is just an exercise where again
the public will be completely ignored
"Teach only love for that is what you are." A Course in Miracles
"Yours, under the sacred oaks." Druid salutation
Ron Slabaugh,3g Fairview Circle, Middlebury, VT, 05753,802 458-7549

Mcl'lugh, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

ccampany@windhamregional.org>
Wednesday, October 05,201-6 6:26 PM
McHugh, Andrea; 'Chris Campany'

Cc:

'Virginia Lyons'

Subject:

WRC Comments for October 6th meeting of Citizen Participation Committee
WRC Comments to PSB Public Participation Committee.pdf

Attachments:

Chris Campany

<

Greetings Andrea and Senator Lyons.

l've attached my comments if you'd like to share them ahead of tomorrow's meeting. l'll bring hard copies.
Chris Campany

Executive Director
Windham Regional Commission
L39 Main Street, Suite 505
Brattleboro, VT 05301
www.wíndhamreqiona l.orq
office (802) 257-4547 xLO6
cell (802)380-3511

1
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Comments Before the Citizen Participation in Public Service Board Proceedings

Working Group
October 6,20L6
My name is Chris Campany, and I am the Executíve Dírector of the Windham Regional
Commíssion (WRC). Thank you for the opportunity to share the experience of the WRC's
participation in Section 248 dockets. We are an important resource to the 27 towns of the
Windham Region in Windham, Windsor, and Bennington countíes. Our mission is to assist
towns in Southeastern Vermont to provide effective localgovernment and work cooperatively

with them to address regional issues.
Our engagement in Section 248 dockets, especially those related to Vermont Yankee, has been
substantial and, I belíeve, well-regarded by the Public Service Board and parties to those

dockets. We have found the following to be true:
a

a

a

o

We would not be able to engage in dockets as meaningfully as we have without the
commitment of our Commissioners, some of whom have volunteered several hundred
hours reading through all of the evidence introduced into the docket, engaging fellow
Commíssioners in díscussions about the issues as they relate to our Regional Plan and the
interests of the region, assísting with the drafting of briefs, and even assisting with
engagement before the Board.
We have always participated pro se, meaning we represented ourselves without the benefit
of legal counsel. We do so because, frankly, we cannot afford to do otherwise., Sínce 2009
we have spent approximately S125,000 in staff hours participating ín 4 dockets related to
Vermont Yankee. The funding source for our engagement is our performance based state
contract through the Agency of Commerce and Community Development. There is no other
source of funding for engagement in Section 248 proceedings.

We have asked the Board for reimbursement of our costs by the petitioner three times.
Two requests were denied. The one tíme the request was granted was due to
misrepresentation of facts by the petitioner in a docket.
Not having the benefit of counsel before the Board puts us at a disadvantage when it comes
to understanding procedure and the strategies of other parties related to procedure, and
knowledge and understanding of Board precedent. Because we lack the resources to
139 Main Street, Suite 505

/

Brattleboro, VT 05301/ Phone: 8A2-257-4547
www.wind ha m regiona l.org

/ tax802-254-6383

a

a

a

a

a

support deeper research, we have ostens¡bly operated without any understanding of
precedent with the exception of that cited by other petitioners in their filings.
We have found the Board to be patient with pro se participants, including the WRC, and
that should be valued. Many times, as some Board members themselves have
acknowledged, we were the only party that was interested and vested, yet neutral, seeking
clarification from all sides on the issues in the dockets.
We have iouncj the statï oi the Public Service Department's Public Advocacy Divisíon to be
helpful when we've had questions about docket procedure, but they can only do so much
without crossing the line of offering legal advice. lt's also important to note that these are
the same staff who must necessarily represent the Department before the Board, and we
are not always in agreement on given issues.
Representing ourselves pro se can present some unique problems, such as redirect during
cross examination in technical hearings.
It is hard not to feel "outgunned" when sitting across from the pet¡t¡oner's legal team - a
phalanx of attorneys which at times numbered 1"5 or more - when one has no legal counsel.
And that's just the members of their team in the room. ln a maJor docket such as a CPG the
state has the ability to hire its own experts and legal expertise and bill those charges back to
the petitioner. This creates a condition of inequitable a'ccess to the process and
participation therein.
It is not universally understood that regional planning commissions (RPCs) are political
subdivisions of the state,l but we are dependent upon the state for our funding to pursue
our statutory duties and responsibilities. One of these responsibilities is to appear before
the Public Service Board to aid the Board in making determinations under 30 V.S.A. I2qA.2
Section 248, and now Act 174, establish the process by which,we are to.implement our
regional plan and the policies conta¡ned therein. I participated in meetings of the
Governor's Energy Generation Siting Policy Commission and raised the funding and related
process equity concerns there. I would encourage you to review theiî recommendations.3

Thank you for this opportunity to present these comments. I may be contacted at (802) 257-4547 or

ccamoanv@windharnresional.orF should you have any guestions.

t

T¡tle 24 : Municipal And County Government
Chapter 117 : Municipal And Regional Planning And Development
Subchapter 003 : Regional Planning Commissions
5 4341 Creation of regional planning commissions
,..All municipalit¡es within a designated region shall be considered members of the regional planning commission.
For the purpose of a regional planning commission's carrying out its dut¡es and functions under.state law, such a
designated region shall be considered a political subdivision of the State.
-ri{e 24, chapter 117 4345a.
5
'
3

http://sitinscommission.vermont.sovlsites/veespc/files/documents/publicatíons/Final-Report-Enerev-

Generation-Sitins-Policv-Commission.pdf, p. 52.
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McHugh, Andrea
Sent:

- Clerk
Thursday, October 20,20L6 L1:19 AM

To:
Subject:

Cheney, Margaret; McHugh, Andrea
Re Act L74 Working Group.....

Attachments:

20L6 -10 -20-VT Constitutio n Democracy Im pact l-.docx

From:

PSB

FYl.... will also send to Senator Lyons separately....

Andrea - Can you please take care of his request to print out some extra copies to distribute?
Much appreciated.
-Judy
-----Origina I Message----From : G reg Pierce Ima i lto:greg.pierceg@ myfa irpoint.net]
Sent: Thursday, October 20,2OL610:52 AM
To: PSB - Clerk <PSB.Clerk@vermont.gov>
Subject:
Dear Judith Whitney,

to each member of the Act 774 Working Group, prior to today's
meeting. Would it be possible to print up a few extra copies (they can be printed on both sides of a single sheet of
paper) for handout to other ¡nterested parties who may be in attendance at today's meeting? Thank you very much for
Please furnish a copy of the attachment to this e-mail,

your consideration.
Greg Pierce
te le phone : 802-524-6340

e-ma il: greg.pie rðe9 @myfairpoint.net

website: www.gregpiercewriter.com

CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF VERMONT
AS ESTABLISHED JULY 9,1793, AND AMENDED THROUGH DECEMBER 14, 2010

CHAPTER I.

A DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF THE INHABITAIITS
OF THE STATE OF VERMONT

{?k?k?k

EXCERPTS

?krf ?k}

Article I - ... enjoying and defending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing and protecting
properly, and pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety...

Article 2 - ... private properly ought to be subservient to public

uses when necessity requires

it...

Article 9 - . .. every member of society hath a right to be protected in the enjoyment of life, liberfy,
and property...

Regording recent testimony before the Act 174 Working Group (hereinofter l74WG) by
Attorney Poul Gillies:
Gillies mode o suggestion which wos profoundly stortling to me. He suggested os port of the
174WG's outreoch to goin lhe support ond involvement of ordinory citizens in VT-PSB
processes, the Boord should consider implementing o 'democrotic impoct study'... Whot
righls of individuol citizens guoronteed under the Vermont Constitution might be trompled
upon, by issuonce of o VT-PSB Cerlificote of Public Good (hereinofler CPG)?

lshouldn't hove been stortled. After oll, the most primol instrumeni of Vermont low,
underlying every oct of the legisloture, the'executive bronch ond the judiciory is our Vermont
Constitution. So lwent bock ond exomined Chopter I of our Consiitution. Following ore some
thoughts for 174WG's considerotion, bosed on the excerpled possoges cited obove:
From Article 2-'... when necessity requires it...' ln the cose of on industriol wind turbine or
solor energy projecl, o democrotic impoct study, in order to properly protect individuol

citizen Constitutionol rights needs to delve deeply into the queslion of 'necessity'. Required
well-thought-oul explorotion of mony relevonl issues. Only o few ore listed hereinofter:

is

ì.) - Are induslriol wínd turbine or solor projects essenliol to provide for existing or
projecied future electric energy needs of Vermonfers? Hcs the opplicont for o CPG

- Hos the opplicont demonstroted the need for such systems bosed on explicolion
of unossoiloble science or is it bosed on whimsicol self-serving ossertions of individuols
seeking to enrich themselves of the public's expense (including politicions seeking to expond
their politícol copitql os they reoch upword for hígher office)?
2.)

3.)

- Would the benefits from issuonce of o CPG oid ond serye principolly

Vermonters

or principolly out-otstote entities?
4.)

- Would precious environment be socrificed when better, less detrimentol ond

more economicolly vioble options ore ovoiloble?

From Article I -'...pursuing ond obtoining hoppiness ond sofely...' ln lhe cose of on
industriol wind turbine or solor energy project, o democrotic impoct study, in order to
properly protect individuol citizen Constitutionol rights must delve deeply into lhe question of
'hoppiness ond sofety'. Required is well-thought-out explorotion of mqny relevonl issues.
Only o few ore listed hereinofter:

Does glore from o mossive instollotion of solor ponels impoct hoppiness ond sofety
of porties who moy be effected by the glore... including motorists on highwoys or pilots in
oircroft flying overheod, who moy be subject to the glore?

l.)

-

-

Does sound ond infrosound from industriol wind turbines impoct the hoppiness
ond sofety of porties who ore within effective heoring ronge of the turbines?
2.)

-

Does turbine blode icing impoct portíes within the 'throw' ronge of lorge, heovy,
ice projectiles ond put their hoppiness (reod: peoce of mind) ond sofety of risk?
3.)

I -'...o righl to be protecled in the enjoyment

of life, liberty, ond properly...' ln
the cose of on,induslriolwind turbine or solor energy project, o democrotic impoct sludy, in
order to properly protect individuol citizen rights under our Constitution needs to delve
deeply into the question of 'protecied in the enjoyment of...' Required is welllhought-out
explorotion of mony relevont issues. Only one is listed hereinofter:
From Article

l.) - The VT-PSB, is perceived by mony citizens os o protector qnd enobler of
privote/corporote energy interests ond the foceless mosses who represent the 'so-colled'
PUBLIC. Arguobly, individuol citizens expecting to receive VT constitutionol protections
receive the leost recognition ond the leost atfention to their need for protection. VT-PSB,
cognizont of this issue ond wishing to drow increosingly disoffected citizens into o foir ond
even-honded process would do well to exploit the potentiol of Poul Gillies' suggestion.
Respectfully submitted,

Greg Pierce, privote citizen

McHuqh, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Attachments:

PSB - Clerk
Tuesday, October 25,20t6 8:12 AM
Volz, James; Cheney, Margaret; Hofmann, Sarah; Cotter, John; Faber, Gregg; Krolewski,

Mary-Jo
Tierney, June; McHugh, Andrea
FW: Pre-hearing conference on Swanton wind turbine project, Monday 24Oct20L6
20L6-L0-24- Poor job by PS B at pre-hea ri ng conference-second d raft'docx

---*Origina I Message--*
From : Greg Pierce Imailto:greg.pierceg@myfairpoint.net]
Sent: Tuesday, October 25,2OL6 6:48 AM
To: PSB - Clerk <PSB.Clerk@vermont.gov>
Subject: Pre-hearing conference on Swanton wind turbine project, Monday 24 Oct 2QL6
Dear Judith Whitney,

Would you please forward this e-mail and its attachment to each member of the Public Service Board and also to each
memberof the ActL74 Working Group. Thankyou foryourconsideration.
Greg Pierce
L2 Farrar Street
Saint Albans, Vermont 05478
te lephone : 802-524-6340

e-mail: greg. pierce9@myfairpoint. net
website: www.gregpiercewriter.com
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Poor Performonce by PSB ol Pre-heoring Conference
Bosic Preoorotions for Co nference lonored bv

PSB

Mondoy's pre-heoring conference (24 Oct 201ó) regording o proposed seven
industriol wind turbine project to be locoted otop Rocky Ridge, Swonton,
suffered, from the stort, from Boord negligence regording physicol
préporotions. Hoving driven seventy miles to ottend, I orrived five minutes
before the scheduled stort time of the conference. There were no seots
ovoiloble. I stood in the hollwoy, outside the heoring room, borely oble to
discern the discussion going on inside the heoring room. D¡d the Boord ottempt,
beforehond, to contqct knowledgeoble citizens fomilior with issues surrounding
the proposed project qs to on opproximote heodcount of people likely to
ottend? Apporently not. Hoving foiled of on eorly stoge to occount for size of
ottendonce, did the Boord moke ony lost minute efforts to round up o number
of folding choirs ond position them qround the crowded heoring room so oll in
ottendqnce could enjoy comfortoble porticipotion in o Vermont government
process they'd lroveled mony miles to be o port of? ls thot level of thought
process ond concern for their fellow Vermont citizen's rights osking too much of
the Boord? Will it be necessory for concerned citizens to suffer similor indignities
on the occosions of the octuol heoring?
A Fundoment crl Resoonsibilitv of onv Vermont Officiol
Do you Boord members recognize o fundomentol responsibility you hove to
ensure protection of the constitutionol rights of your fellow Vermonters-who
you've chosen to serve-ot oll times ond under oll circumstonces? At the core
of your conference you oddressed the opplicont ond you oddressed
representotives of Vermont gov't. ogencies. You olso oddressed other,
unnomed persons in ottendonce, but in o different tone-ond in on qlmost
demeoning monner. As on unnomed person in ottendonce lsensed I'd been
cotegorized into o lower coste-stonding outside the door, os it were-ond
with less thon full rights under our VT Constitution. Unlike the opplicont ond the
VT ogency officiols, lwosn't going to osked to venture o proposol on the
colendor timing of principol events in the proceedings. Appor:ently my citizen
rights os o prospective intervenor in the proceedings is of no import to the
Boord.

Determinotion of the Rioht to Porticioote o on lntervenor
ln his opening remorks, your Boord Choir, mode cleor thot porticipotion os on
intervenor would be limited by the Boord to only those citizens with o very

cogent, very direct connection to the project. The porticulors of such o
conneclion were only voguely olluded to. Thot circumstonce gove me pouse
to wonder. Whot if o Vermont citizen feels impocted by o porticulor project?
Don't citizen protections of the VT Constitution opply to VT-PSB proceedings?
Aren't citizens guoronteed they will enjoy full porticipotion in the process-no
tricky, devious or hidden/sticky points to disquolify the interested porties from
porticipotion-no " Cqtch 22' s" ?
n Eorl Wr
Cleorly, of this eorly juncture, cÌtizen rights hove been effectively obrogoted by
the Boqrd. The gross dispority exhibited by the Boord in oddressing
opplicont/gov't. interests, versus citizen interests of the pre-heoring conference
needs to be rectified. The Boord needs to schedule o phose two pre-heoring
conference in which the oudience needs to be coutioned by the Boord Choir
thot opplicont/gov't officiols in ottendonce moy observe but will not be
ollowed to moke comments. Thereofter, the Boord needs to inquire of the
citizen ottendees their input on colendor scheduling of principol events in the
proceedings. Equivolent deference occorded opplicont/gov't. officiols in the
first pre-heoring conference needs to be occorded to citizen ottendees of the
second pre-heoring, porticulorly os to providing omple reseorch, study ond
preporotion time in o crowded pre-holidoy seoson.
Further, the Boord needs to exhibit odditionol speciol deference to prospective
intervenors. ln the brief coutions/wornings given to citizen ottendees of the first
pre-heoring conference, o Stote of Vermont, 'Citizen Guide' wos briefly
mentioned. At the second conference, the Boord needs to go over the guide
in detoif , for the benefit of prospective intervenors, toking poins to exploin
detqils ond pointing out potentiol pitfolls.

Since the second pre-heoring conference is likely to be very well received by
interested citizens, provision needs to be mode for occommodoting o
substontiol ottendonce. lt is quite likely, if opprooched by the Boord, Swonton
Town ond Villoge officiols would be very receptive to providing suitoble
physicol spoce for the second conference. This considerotion qddresses three
odditionol points of importonce. First, the Boord needs to get out omong the
citizens it is serving ond close to the physicol site where the subject project is
proposed to be locoted. Second, o locol pre-heoring conference site neor the
project site lightens the economic burden on citizens who otherwise hove to
expend personol resource to drive to Montpelier. Third, it would soften o
perception omong interested citizens thot their gov't goes out of its woy to

moke the process difficult for them to porticipote in, such os by holding
proceedings of remote locotions ond in physicolly inodequote spoces.
n Pr

vid

ven

Presently, even of the eorliesl stoges of o formol proceeding for the subject
project, I feel oggrieved of the monner in which my citizen interests hove been
oddressed. Accordingly, under the presumption thot the Boord will either
ignore or refuse to oddress the comploints I hove roised in this correspondence,
I'm respectfully requesting technicol guidonce os to which higher orgon of VT
gov't. I must further oddress my comploints to-ogoinst the Boord.

Respectfully submitted,

Greg Pierce, privote citizen ond prospective intervenor

McHugh, Andrea
From:

Annette Smith <vce@vce.org

Sent:
To:

Thursday, November 03, 2016 5:34 PM
McHugh, Andrea; vlyons@ leg,state,vt.us
Intervenor Funding

Subject:

>

Dear Act 174 Working Group,

I appreciate that Intervenor Funding is being discussed and recommended to the legislature.
I would like to provide a response to what Commissioner Recchia said about an unnamed case. I am aware of
the case of which he spoke and the details of it, and it was not about PSB participation, the cost of it, or
Intervenor Funding. It is unfortunate that his opinion of the issue of which he spoke was used to attempt to
dissuade the committee from recommending Intervenor Funding.
In my experience with New York's Article X (when it was implemented for a gas.power plant proposed for
Glenville NY in about 2000), there is a readily available formula by which to establish how Intervenor Funding
is raised and distributed among parties,

it would be helpful to the Working Group members to look at areal world situation. I have been
cleaning out my offrce and yesterday I found notes taken in2009 when a landowner and businessman met with
the developer of the proposed Ira Wind project. It never filed and is not an active case so I believe it is
appropriate to speak about it. This landowïìer was in the position to actually invest in the project, and met with
the developer to discuss the financials. At one point the landowner called me and told me what the developer
said, and I took notes.
Perhaps

The Ira wind project (which was called the Vermont Community Wind Farm and impacted seven towns in
Rutland County) was proposed to be about a 63 MW project, same as GMP's Lowell Wind project. The
developer quoted that annually, the investors would take $30 million in profits. Landowners, towns, and state
taxes would receive $2.5 million a year.

If you wanted to look at a30 MW project, cut that in half, where the entire amount of money left in-state would
be about $1.25 million ayear and the investors would get $15 million. For a 20 MW project, take 1/3 and the
money distributed in state would be about $830,000, with investors getting about $10 million annually.
In that context, let's say for a20 MW project, wouldn't it be reasonable to set aside $100,000 (the estimated
low-ball cost for PSB participation) for Intervenors? V/e know that those costs can easily go higher based on
experience with solar and wind and biomass cases when towns and neighbors have participated with lawyers
and experts.

I believe the NY formulate is tied to the cost of the project, and is based on a percentage. When you look atthe
large profits generated by these projects, doesn't it seem appropriate for developers to do a whole lot more than
is being required now? Intervenor funding so communities don't bankrupt themselves participating in the PSB
process, compensation for landowners whose property is being impacted, continuous sound monitoring to
assure compliance with noise standards are all reasonable costs of doing business.
Commissioner Recchia comment had to do with how it is unfair to ratepayers to burden them with the cost of
Intervenor Funding. Externalizing costs while making large profits is a formula that is not working for
1

Vermonters. I would argue that working collaboratively rather than combatively would reduce the costs for
developers while providing greater benefits to Vermont, including ratepayers.

It is notable that in the 7 years and 6 months I have been working on the wind issue, I have nevel heard the
numbers disclosed for any wind or solar project other than what I wrote above. I believe that if the financials of
these projects is disclosed, people would be shocked by how much profit is being taken and how little benefits
come to Vermont. That was the belief of Dr. Lawrence Susskind which he spoke about in his remarks to the
DOE-sponsored workshop for wind developers held at Harvard Law School in 201 1. He said he thought the
problem with wind development is the wind industry was not making good deals, was taking too much and not
giui.tg enough. His term was mutual gains negotiations, and his teaching was that the wind industry needed to
i"au" *ote benefits to the communities. This is the 10 minute audio of his remarks should you wish to
listen http://www.vse.org/4-LS-EffectivestakeholderEneagement-03231

1.mp3

Thank you again for keeping Intervenor Funding on the list. Until you have experienced the news that you and
your neighbors have to raise $100,000 or more to deal with an energy project in your community, you may not
understand how stressful and overwhelming it is to be faced with a PSB proceeding. Even if someone
magically comes along and provides the money, the impacted public must still give up virtually all of their
spaie time for a year oi *ore to devote to working with the lawyers and experts and the requirements of the
cäse. Stakeholder engagement makes a whole lot more sense and would reduce costs and stress for everyone, as
taught by Dr. Susskind.
Sincerely,

Annette Smith
Executive Director
Vermonters for a Clean Environment, Inc.
789 Baker Brook Road
Danby, VT 05739
(802) 446-2094
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McHuqh, Andrea
From:
Sent:

Charles Storrow < chuck@ ksepartners.com >
Friday, November 04,20L61:53 PM

lo:

McHugh, Andrea

Subject:

ActL74 Workgroup/30 VSA sec.248a

Dear Andrea,
This is to follow up on my suggestion to the Act 174 Workgroup that it consider some of the
changes the Legislature made to 30 V.S.A section 24Ba during the 2014 legislative sess¡on as
possible bases for one or more of its recommendations to the Legislature. I would also like to
share a thought I have aboutthe use of Act 250 style processes bythe PSB.
2OL4 Changes

to 30 V.S.A. sec. 248a

Section 248a relates to the permitting of wireless telecommun¡cations facilities (e.g., cell
towers) by the public Service Board. This firm represents AT&T in the legislature and I was
involved in the discussions about the subject changes to section 248a.
The changes to section 248a were made in both Section t7 of Act 190 (2013 Adjourned
Session) and Section 27 of Act 199 (2013 Adjourned Session). Both Acts made the same
changes to section 248a-in essence the changes were "double passed." That was due to the
possibility that towards the end of the 2014 sess¡on it was not clear whether one of the
underlying bills would make it all the way through the legislative process before adjournment.
30 V.S.A. sec. 248a(eXZ)
The first change to section 24Ba relates to the fact that before a developer of a cell tower can
petition the public Service Board for a Certificate of Public Good it must first provide the
relevant Selectboard and municipal planning commission with a copy of the application (a/k/a
petition) the developer intends to file with the Board. 30 V.S.A section 248a(e). At the time
the subject change was enacted the copy of the application had to be provided to the
Selectboard and Planning Commission at least 45 days in advance of filing the actual
application with the Board. ln 2016 that period was changed to 60 days.

Acts 190/199 added subdivision (2) to subsection (e) of section 248a. That subdivision
provides as follows:
(2) On the request of the municipal tegistotive body or the planning commission, the
opplicant shatt ottend a public meeting with the munícípal legislative body or planning
1

comm¡ss¡on, or both, withín the 60-day notice period before filing an applicotion for a
certificate of pubtic good. The Deportment of Public Service sholl ottend the public
meetíng on the request of the munícipality. The Department sholl consíder the

comments mode and informotion obtained at the meeting in moking recommendations
to the Boord on the application ond in determíning whether to retain additionol
personnel under subsection (o) of this section.
The idea behind this change was to make sure a Selectboard and/or Planning Commission had
an opportunity to gain a better understanding of a cell tower project and/or have a face to
face interaction with the developer about any issues associated with the project. Because the
Department is charged with representing the public in PSB cases it was thought that its
attendance at such a meeting should be mandatory.
I know that in AT&T's case even before this statutory change was enacted it has generally
made an effort to have such a meeting and somet¡mes it has modified a cell tower project as
result of the ensuing discussion.

30 V.S.A. sec.

a

248a(m)-(o)

Acts 190/L99 added subsections (m), (n), (o) and (p) to section 248a.
Subsection (m) provides as follows:
(m) Municipol bodies; porticípation. The legíslotive body and the planning commission
for the municipatity in which a telecommunications focility is located shall hove the right
to oppeor ond participate on qny applicotíon under this sectíon seeking a certificote of
public good for the facility.
The basis for adding subsection (m) was the fact that in submitting written comments to the
Board about a cell tower project some municipalities apparently did not explicitly address the
standards for intervening in a PSB case and obtaining status as a party
Subsection (n) provides as follows:
(n) Munícipol recommendotions. The Boord shall consider the comments and
recommendations submitted by the munícípol legislative body ond planning commission.
q
The Boord's decision to issue or deny o certificate of publíc good shall include detailed
written response to each recommendstíon of the municipol legislotive body and

plonning commission.

2

The basis for adding subsection (n) was the fact that some municipalities felt that in rendering
its decision concerning a petition for a CPG the Board did not address the particular
mu nicipality's recommendations.
Subsection (o) provides as follows:
Retention; experts. The Deportment of Public Service moy retain experts ond other
personnel os identified in section 20 of this title to provide information essential to o full
considerotion of on application for a certificate of pubtic good under this section, The
Department may allocate the expenses incurred in retaining these personnelto the
applicont in occordonce with section 21 of this title. The Deportment moy commence
retention of these personnel once the applícant has fíled the 45-doy fshould be 60-doy]
notice under subsection (e) of this section. A municipal legislative body or plonning
commission moy request thot the Department retain these personnel. Granting such o
request shott not oblíge the Deportment or the personnel it retoins to agree with the
(o

)

position of the municípolitY.
My understanding is that prior to the addition of subsection (o) to section 248a the
Department of Public Service could and did retain experts in connection with section 248a
petitions. As a result, the real purpose of adding subsection (o) was to give municipal
Selectboards and planning commissions the ability to ask the Department to retain an expert
in situations where the Department might not otherwise chose to do so. I do know that the
Department has honored requests from Selectboards that an independent expert be retained
in 248a cases.
Subsection (p) provides as follows:
(p) Review process; guide. The Department of Public Service, in consultotion with the
Boord, shqlt creote, mointøin, ond make avoilable to the public a guide to the process of
reviewing telecommunícations facitities under this sectíon for use by local governments
and regionol planning commissíons and members of the publíc who seek to participqte in
the proce.ss. On or before September L, 2074, the Deportment sholl complete the
creotion of this guide and moke it publicly avoilable.
This subsection is self-explanatory. The Department has published and posted on its website
the required
dos/files/docume nts/Pubs Plans Re
guidebook. See : hfTo:// blicservice.ve rmont.eov/si
8a
ublic%2
islative
The foregoing are the changes to section 248a I had in mind when I mentioned them to the
Workgroup. I have no opinion on whether the policy considerations behind those changes are
3

within the scope of the Workgroup's mission and/or are relevant and appropriate for
consideration in connection with non-section 248a cases.
Act 250 Template
do want to share a thought I had concerning the adoption of Act 250 style processes in PSB
cases. More specifically, I want to point out that there are significant differences in the way
appeals from PSB decisions and from Act 250 decisions by a District Environmental
Commission are handled. Those differences might make it difficult to adopt Act 250 style
processes in PSB cases.
I

ln applying for an Act 250 permit an applicant submits a so-called "schedule 8," which is a
form developed by the Natural Resources Board that elicits information about a project in
relation to the Act 250 criteria. The Schedule B is typically submitted along with reports by the
applicant's consultants and other supporting documents such as traffic studies, ANR/DEC
permits, etc. Simultaneously with filing the application with the Commission the applicant
sends copies of it and all of the supporting materials to the statutory parties (town Selectboard
and planning commission, regional planning commission and ANR) and provides notice of the
application to abutters.
Once the application is deemed complete the District Commission will then schedule a
prehearing conference. At the prehearing conference there is a discussion as to which of the
Act 250 criteria are really at issue. Often times there will be agreement that on its face the
application satisfies certain criteria and the Commission can make positive findings on those

criteria without the need for any further information.
People who want parly status are supposed attend the prehearing conference and state their
case for being a party. Sometimes they are not in a position to do that and generally they will
,be given an overview of the showing they need to make and given an opportunity to make a
follow up filing stating their case for party status. See L0 V.S.A. sec. 6085.
The Commission will then issue a Prehearing Conference Report and Order that identifies
which criteria will be at issue during the hearing and sets forth a schedule for filings
concerning party status requests and any other prehearing matters.

At the hearing before the District Environmental Commission, which is invariably preceded by
a site visit, the applicant provides a verbal overview of the project and then, usingthe
Schedule B as a guide, verbally summarizes the information in the Schedule B and the
applicant's supporting materials. lf the other parties have information they want to provide
with respect to a particular criterion they are given an opportunity to do so.
4

As is the case with PSB proceedings information provided to the District Environmental
Commission must meet the Vermont Rules of Evidence, except that information not
admissible under those rules may nonetheless by admitted into the record "if it of a type
commonly relied upon by reasonably prudent [persons] in the conduct of the¡r affairs." 3 VSA
sec. 8L0. As a matter of general practice District Environmental Commission's will generally
receive any and all information provided by a party at the hearing, subject to later rejecting it
as non-admissible evidence in connection with rendering its Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law. I should add that in my experience it is rare for there to be an evidentiary objection,
much less a ruling, in an Act 250 case at the District Environmental Commission level.

ln my mind the major difference between an Act 250 hearing and a PSB hearing is that the
information provided to the District Environmental Commission is not adduced by calling
witnesses one by one and then subjecting them to questioning (direct examination by the
party calling the witness and cross examination by the other parties, with the further wrinkle
that in PSB cases the direct examination is done in written form by way of "prefiled
testimony"). Add¡t¡onally, unlike PSB cases in Act 250 cases there is no opportunity to conduct
"discovervi' i.e., make another party answer written questions (interrogatories) and produce
documents (requests to produce), and the ability to question a person, including a non-party,
under oath (deposition) in advance of the evidentiary hearing.
The one major issue I see with respect to adopting an Act 250 style approach in PSB cases
relates to the matter of appeals. PSB decisions are appealable to the Vermont Supreme Court,
which reviews the case and renders a decision based on the record compiled at the PSB. ln
contrast, District Environmental Commission decisions are appealable to the Environmental
Division of the Vermont Superior Court (the so-called "E Court"). The E. Court hears the
matter on a de novo basis, i.e., on a clean slate without regard to the record complied before
the District Environmental Commission. The evidentiary hearing conducted by the E. Court is
similar to a PSB hearing in that each party calls their respective witnesses to testify, i.e.,
provide direct testimony, one at a time (the f . Court does not use prefiled testimony-all
testimony is "live"), and those witnesses are subject to cross examination by the other
parties. ln addition, subject to getting the E. Court's authorization a party an Act 250 appeal
can conduct discovery in advance of the evidentiary hearing before the E. Court.

An E. Court decision can then be appealed to the Vermont Supreme Court which renders
decision based on the record compiled before the E. Court.

a

ln sum, the relative informality of Act 250 proceedings before District Environmental
Commission's is counterbalanced by the fact that before an Act 250 case can be heard by the
Supreme Court it is first heard on a de novo basis by the E. Court, which conducts a more
formal proceeding similar in nature to PSB proceedings. On the other hand, the PSB conducts
5

a hearing that is more formal than a District Environmental Commission hearing, but the an
appeal from the PSB goes straight to the Supreme Court.
I hope the foregoing

information is useful.

Sincerely-Ch uck Storrow
Charles Storrow, Partner
KSE Partners, LLP
26 State Street, Suite 8
Montpelier, VT 05602
(802) ss2-4470 (Direct)
(802) 37 t-7863 ( Mobile)

(802l,229-4900 (office)
ch uck@ ksepa rtners.com
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McHuqh, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

- Clerk
Monday, November L4,20L6 8:35 AM
Volz, James; Cheney, Margaret; Hofmann, Sarah; Cotter, John; Faber, Gregg; Krolewski,
Mary-Jo;Watts, David
PSB

McHugh, Andrea
FW: Docket 8816: Getting the Horse Before the Cart
20L6-lL-]-3-Dock 88L6 PSB has cart before horse-Lst draft.docx

----Original Message*-From: Greg Pierce Imailto:greg.pierceg@myfairpoint.net]
Sent: Sunday, November t3,20L611:20 AM
To: PSB - Clerk <PSB.Clerk@vermont.gov>
Subject: Docket 8816: Getting the Horse Before the Cart
Dear Judith Whítney,

Would you please forward this e-mail and its attachment to each member of the Public Service Board and also to each
mémber of the Acl 174 Working Group. Thank you for your consideration.
Greg Pierce
tele pho ne : 802-524-6340

e-mail: greg.pierce9@myfairpoint.net
website: www.gregpiercewrite r.com
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Docket 881ô
PSB

Must First Ade

- VT-PSB Must Put the Horse Before the Cqrt

U cl tel

Pe ncr ize

Outstondino Violotio bv Swonton Wind

Swonton Wind (opplicont) instolled ond gperoted o Met tower without o
permit. VT,PSB odjudged this conduct to be in violotion of their rules. An
oppropriote penolty is opporently now under considerotion. No invitotion for
considerotion of outsider's opinions in the penolty phose of this motter hos
presently been mode public. Nonetheless, the undersigned privote citizen is
writing the herein letter to urge the Boord to not let the Met tower violotion poss
without oppropriote punishment. Typicolly o minor finonciol penolty is ordered.
This type of penolty is less thon o slop on the wrist. lf omounts to on outrogeous
insult to concerned citizens. A truly oppropriote penolty would be o PSB order
borring Swonton Wind from further pursuing investigotion before the PSB of on
opplicotion for o certificote of public good (CPG) in Docket BBIó. The period of
exclusion from further oppeoronces or considerotion before the Boord should
be for o period of not less thon three (3) yeors commencing upon the dote the
penolty order is ossessed ogoinst Swonton Wind for the Met tower violqtion.
Suspension of Aoplicotion for o CPG is Criticol t

Protectino the

Pu

lic Good

One importont element of considerotion by VT-PSB, in Docket 8Bl ó, must be the
suitobility of petitioner to perform reliobly ond honorobly os o public utility under
opplicoble VT-PSB rules ond regulotions. Swonton Wind's (opplicont's)
deliberote circumvention qnd blotonl disregord of VT-PSB rules, pertoining to
procurement of o permit to erect o Met tower, is primo fqcie evidence of
opplicont's unsuitobility os o relioble ond honoroble permittee under VT-PSB
rules ond regulotions pertoining to o CPG. A minimum three (3) yeor suspension
of Swonton Wind's CPG opplicotion process is o perfectly reosonoble penolty
for o violotion thot rises substontiolly obove o mere scofflow oct. Three (3) yeors
will impress upon the minds of opplicont's leodership group the importonce of
conformonce with estoblished rules intended to protect the sofety ond welfore
of Vermont citizens. An immediote three (3) yeor suspension will olso put the
horse bock oheod of the cort ond hopefully protect the Vermont public from
further predotions upon the public good by the intended opplicont.
Respectfully submitted,

Greg Pierce, privote citizen ond prospective intervenor

McHugh, Andrea
Stephen Whitaker <whitaker.stephen@gmail.com >
Sunday, November 20,20L61L:23 AM
Cheney, Margaret
Volz, Ja mes; M cH u gh, And rea; senatorg innylyons@ g mai l.com
PP in PSB workgroup- unlock filmed documents

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Dear Board Member Cheney,
I must reiterate my informed opinion that the PSB archives which were destroyed after scanning to microfilm must be
reclaimed from film into accessible digital PDF files as soon as possible. VTA2 is bút one exemple.

You may be aware that my requests to have a copy made of the microfilm roll(s) at my own expense, such that I could
send these to a service bureau for scanning, have been refused by the Board chair.
Public participation by pro se parties relies to an even greater degree on ready access to the historical record than it
does for teams of well funded utility lawyers.
Citizens sometimes need to inform their theories and arguments by reviewing pleadings and transcripts of cases where
similar issues were raised prior.

It is wise to start now to keep the issue, (temporary loss of access) on the table, and in the budgets such that the State
Archivist, the Legislature and the Board continue to develop strategies, seek solutions and allocate funding to recover
access to these important records.

that the Docket Logs would be scanned first, with select documents chosen from those, primarily pleadings,
transcripts and exhibits. The Board would need to monitor the process as 'owner' of the film rolls.
I suspect

An inquiry should also be made of all of the regulated utilities /attorneys who were party to those proceedings as some
of these records may still be available in either paper or electronic formats which were not destroyed.
Selectively scanning, as contrasted to complete scanning of every film image may turn out to be most efficient. lt does
however, require a keen attention to detail to frame, de-skew, focus and set contrast for nearly every page of every
document. Maintaining a record of which records have been, and which are yet to be scanned would be a challenge.
Please make an effort

to reach agreement among PP in PSB workgroup members to include these recommendations

into the final report.
Thank you,
Stephen Whitaker

1

McHugh, Andrea
Sent:

Annette Smith <vce@vce.org>
Monday, November 2L,2016l-1:03 AM

To:

vlyons@ leg.state.vt.us

Cc:

McHugh, Andrea

Subject:

NY Article X Intervenor Funding

From:

For the Act 174 Working Group, here is guidance from NY regarding how they implement Intervenor Funding
8006

to

Annette Smith
Executive Director
Vermonters for a Clean Environment
789 Baker Brook Road
Danby, VT 05739
(802)446-2094

www.vce,org
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McHuqh, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

- Clerk
Monday, November 21,20L6 8:31AM
PSB

Volz, James; Cheney, Margaret; Hofmann, Sarah
McHugh, Andrea; Cotter, John; Knauer, Thomas; Fink, Kevin
FW: SOUND Rulemaking - Relevant background information
2076-11.-20
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-----Original Message----From : G reg Pie rce Ima i lto:greg. pie rceg @ myfa i rpoi nt. net]
Sent: Sunday, November 20,2Ot6 8:07 AM
To: PSB - Clerk <PSB.Clerk@vermont.gov>
Subject: SOUND Rulemaking - Relevant background information
Dear Judith Whitney,

Would you please forward this e-mail and its attachment to each member of the Public Service Board and also to each
member of the Act 174 Working Group. Thank you for your consideration.

Greg Pierce

telephone : 802-524-6340
e-mail: greg.pierce9@myfairpoint. net
website: www.gregpie rcewriter,com

Rutland Herald

This is a printer friendly version of an article from www.rutlandherald'com
To print this article open the file menu and choose Print.
Back

ArtÍcle published Nov 19, 2016

Noise issue st¡ll popping up

Windham and Grafton soundly voted down the industrial wind proposal for our towns. You'd
think we could all take a rest, Not so. Wind-industry moles spring up in every corner of the
state, begging to be whacked.
The mole of the week: the Vermont Public Service Board's "Proposed Rule on Sound from
Wind Generation Facilities."
The gist of thís rule-making is: "Help us figure out impossible rules that can't be monitored
or enforced, concerning the noise that can be legally inflicted on Vermonters by our friends,
the wÍnd developers."
You might feel that such rules mean it's still open season on Vermont's communíties, given
that unènforceable standards amount to nothing more than a knowing nod to the wind
profiteers. If you're right, then let us give this particular mole the whacking it deserves.

First, we might ponder the difference between sound and noise: sound is simply what we
hear, becoming noise when we don't want to hear it. Remembering this, let us peruse a few
of the comments on the PSB rule that were submitted by developers and wind advocates.
Green Mountain Power, developer-owner of Kingdom Community Wind, intones, "It is
valuable to hear the experiences of people who live near the turbines in Lowell," revealing
anecdotal comments of 23 Lowell residents along with the distances those 23 live from the
nearestturbine, The average distance is 1.9 miles, and the median, two mÍles. No
information is given on how the people were selected, and their responses indicate that the
turbines can be heard up to three miles away. An obvious fíx, supported by GMP
observations, would be to require a minimum setback of something around two miles, in
order to ensure that turbine neighbors aren't exposed to "soundr" which some would
experience as "noise."
We learn that Renewable Energy Vermont has "consulted with its members, acoustical
engineers, and wind project developers and operators," This group feels that public health
studies don't support the idea that there are direct health effects from turbine noise.
Conveniently overlooked is that these oft-cited studies do not reject the idea that such
effects exist; in fact, most studies conclude with appeals for more rigorous health studies to
create a scientific underpinning for protecting populations. Thus, the existing health-effects
literature is hardly the green light seen by REV for the massive turbine-noise exposures of
Vermont's population that would occur if these folks were to have their way.

Both REV and Vermont Public Interest Research Group observe that measuring indoor sound
is too difficult to do (a point disputed by many noise experts), and therefore should not be
done. This is even though indoor sound is what disturbs people's sleep as well as large
swaths of their waking lives. Part of the "difficulty" is that enclosed spaces seem to worsen
people's experience of the specific sound frequencies generated by wind turbines. In a study

by Australian acoustician Bob Thorne, many turbine neighbors report that turbine noise is
noticeably worse inside their homes than outside. Meanwhile, outdoor-sound measurement
also has multiple shortcomings and practical difficulties. An obvious fix? Required setbacks
of around two miles from property lines, apparently, if unintentionally, supported by both
REV and VPIRG,
REV, VPIRG and GMP actually support
what many of us in threatened communities are saying: The only rational and helpful rule
governing wind turbine noise would be a minimum two-mile setback from people's property

If the PSB ís really listening, they might notice that

lines. Such a setback would be protective, and once enforced, would require no ongoing
monitoring.

Frank Seawright is chairman of the Windham Select Board. Nancy Tips is a Windham
resident. Both previously worked for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

McHugh, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

- Clerk
Tuesday, November 29,20L6 2:57 PM
PSB

Volz, James; Cheney, Margaret; Hofmann, Sarah; McHugh, Andrea
FW: Information pertinent to VT-PSB and Act L74 Working Group activities
2016 -Il-29- E merso n Lyn n ed ito ria l, th ree town sel ectboa rds.docx

----Origina I Message---reg Pierce Ima i lto:greg. pie rceg @ myfa i rpo int. net]
Sent: Tuesday, November 29,2016 2:26 PM
To: PSB - Clerk <PSB.Clerk@vermont.gov>
Subject: lnformation pertinent to VT-PSB and Act 174 Working Group activities
From :

G

Dear Judith Whitney,

Would you please forward this e-mail and it's attachment to each board member of the VT-PSB and to each member of
the Act-174 Working Group. Thank you very much for your consideration'
Greg Pierce
te le p ho ne : 802-524-6340

e-mail: greg.pierce9@myfairpoint. net
website: www.gregpiercewriter.com

Town selectboards are the voices PSB needs to heed
Saint Albans Messenger newspaper editorial 29 Nov 2016
The St. Albans Town Selectboard last week voted 3-2 to join Swanton and Fairfield in their
opposition to Swanton Wind, the proposed seven-turbine project for Rocky Ridge.
That is unusual enough. lt's a stretch to remember a time when the town's selectboard joined
neighboring communities to oppose any development. But not only did the selectboard go on
recórd in oþposition to the project - by a 3-2 vote - it also voted to allocate as much as $10,000 to
help defeat the project.
The Swanton selectboard also voted to spend $10,000 in opposition and the Fairfield selectboard
is considering $10,000 to $15,000.
Obviously, the selectboards in those three towns feel strongly enough about the project to allocate
between $30,000 to $35,000 to defeat it. They also have every confidence that they represent their
constituents' interests.
The opposition comes in two forms.
The fiist is from those who would live closest to the proposed turbines. They are concerned about
proximity, noise, environmental impact, safety and the visual interruption posed by seven turbines
that would stretch 500-feet into the air.
The second is from those who are concerned about developers being able to push through their
projects regardless of what the communities think. They are also questioning why such projects
can go through when both Green Mountain Power and Vermont Electric Cooperative say they
have no interest in the project and don't want to pay the price that would be required for the energy
produced.
if one were a member of the Public Service Board - the group responsible for reviewing the
Swanton Wind project - it would be difficult to find anyone other than the developer in favor of the
project.
it's'largely the same circumstance recently encountered by lberdrola, the Spanish behemoth that
essentially tried bribing the people in Windham and Grafton to allow them to build a 24-turbine
industrial wind farm on a ridgeline outside their towns'
The company said it would abide by the results of a Nov. I public vote. The people of both towns
voted resoundingly to decline the yearly payments; thus, one must assume, the project is dead.
The people of Swanton also voted ovenrvhelmingly against the project, but the project proceeds.
This is not how the state's renewable energy policy should be built. Legislators began to sense this
last session, which is what prompted them to pass energy siting legislation that gives communities
a greater voice in deciding where large-scale renewable energy projects should be built'
Sorl of.
The law is a'step in the right direction, but communities still have more of an advisory role. The
PSB is stillthe group that has the final say. And it needn't pay heed to what a community thinks'
The selectboards of Swanton, St. Albans and Fairfield understand this; which is why they have
opted to do what they are doing. lf they do nothing, it could be assumed the opposition was weak.
By allocating $30,00Ô in opposition the message to the board is crystal clear. The opposition is
widespread, and deep, and committed.
For the board to completely ignore the communities' wishes it would also, in effect, be ignoring the
stated purpose of the Legislature's energy siting bill, which is to give greater voice to the
communities involved.
It's an issue that goes beyond the state's laudable renewable energy goals, People are tired of
having their voice! ignored. They are tired of being at the mercy of the lberdrola's of the world who
profit ãt tne people'Jexpense, People are told they are part of a democratic system, but it doesn't
ieel so democratic to them when their voices are not heard, when people vote ovenruhelmingly one

way and stillface the prospect that their votes could be rendered void by the Public Service Board,
an unelected board of three.
Gov. elect Phil Scott picked up on this as he campaigned against Democrat Sue Minter. Mr' Scott
came down on the side of those opposed to large-scale wind projects. Ms. Minter came down on
the side of the developers.
Mr. Scott won, and the anti-wind groups were united in their suppott.
It would be a good time for the public service board to heed the public's will - particularly in the
case of Swanton Wind, which may be one of the first projects to be reviewed with a new governor
in charge.
The St, Albans Town selectboard picked its battle wisely. Together the three communities should
be the voice the Public Service Board hears.
by Emerson Lynn

Appendix B:
Meeting minutes

Senator Ginny Lyons, Chair
Margaret Cheney, PSB member
Representative Tony Klein
Judge Robert Mello
Chris Recchia, Commissioner DPS

Citizen Participation in PSB Proceedings Working Group
Minutes
August 5, 2016 at 10:00 A.M.
Susan M. Hudson Hearing Room, Third Floor, 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont
In attendance: Senator Ginny Lyons; Representative Tony Klein; Commissioner Chris Recchia; Board
Member Margaret Cheney; Judge Robert Mello (via phone).

The meeting was called to order by Board Member Cheney at 10:00 A.M.
Senator Lyons was elected to serve as Chair of the Working Group by voice vote of the five members.
Each Working Group member introduced themselves.
Senator Lyons reviewed the Working Group’s charge to review current processes for citizen
participation in PSB proceedings and to make recommendations to the Legislature that would promote
increase ease of citizen of participation in PSB proceedings by December 15, 2016.
Board Member Cheney made a presentation to the Working Group: Overview of current PSB processes
and points of citizen participation. Board Member Cheney, June Tierney, General Counsel for the PSB,
and Ann Bishop, Chief Economist for the PSB, responded to questions posed by the Working Group
members and other public participants on a variety of topics including ePSB, process for intervention
and other participation, and contested vs. uncontested case proceedings.
The Working Group members identified topics for future meetings and discussed meeting logistics
including dates and location, as well as public hearing dates. Future meetings will be audio recorded for
record-keeping purposes.
The meeting adjourned at approximately 1:00 P.M.

Senator Ginny Lyons, Chair
Margaret Cheney, PSB member
Representative Tony Klein
Judge Robert Mello
Chris Recchia, Commissioner DPS

Citizen Participation in PSB Proceedings Working Group
Minutes
August 25, 2016 at 1:00 P.M.
Susan M. Hudson Hearing Room, Third Floor, 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont
In attendance: Senator Ginny Lyons; Representative Tony Klein; Commissioner Chris Recchia; Board
Member Margaret Cheney; Judge Robert Mello.

The meeting was called to order by Senator Lyons at 1:00 P.M.
Senator Lyons led a discussion on Working Group goals and a rough timeline.
June Tierney, General Counsel for the PSB, presented to the working group on Past and Current Public
participation processes at the PSB. Judge Mello discussed his past experience working for the PSB in the
1970s when the functions of the PSB and Public Service Department were combined in one agency.
June Tierney and Board Member Cheney led a discussion on changes implemented, and other changes
in the works, at the PSB to improve public participation.
Future meeting topics were identified.
Upon completion of the agenda topics listed above, Senator Lyons opened the floor to members of the
public in attendance:
•
•

•
•

Greg Pierce inquired about the procedures for the public hearing scheduled for October 11.
Melanie Peyser expressed concerns about funding for landowners involved in eminent
domain proceedings before the Board and provided recommendations related to
perceptions of judicial fairness.
Steve Whittaker discussed the status of the 10-year telecommunications plan and citizen
engagement in the telecommunications sector.
Austin Davis of 350vt inquired about the definition of public good in Board processes.

The meeting adjourned at approximately 4:15 P.M.

Senator Ginny Lyons, Chair
Margaret Cheney, PSB member
Representative Tony Klein
Judge Robert Mello
Chris Recchia, Commissioner DPS

Citizen Participation in PSB Proceedings Working Group
Minutes
September 8, 2016 at 1:00 P.M.
Susan M. Hudson Hearing Room, Third Floor, 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont
In attendance: Senator Ginny Lyons; Representative Tony Klein; Commissioner Chris Recchia; Board
Member Margaret Cheney; Judge Robert Mello (via phone).

The meeting was called to order by Senator Lyons at 1:00 P.M.
Commissioner Recchia presented information on the Public Service Department mission, current
processes, and staff roles.
Commissioner Recchia and Geoff Commons, Director of Public Advocacy, shared information on how
other states handle the responsibilities for the consumer advocate processes.
Board Member Cheney led a tour of PSB offices for the Working Group and members of the public.
Commissioner Recchia led a tour of PSD offices for the Working Group and members of the public.
The meeting adjourned at approximately 4:30 P.M.

Senator Ginny Lyons, Chair
Margaret Cheney, PSB member
Representative Tony Klein
Judge Robert Mello
Chris Recchia, Commissioner DPS

Citizen Participation in PSB Proceedings Working Group
Minutes
September 22, 2016 at 1:00 P.M.
Susan M. Hudson Hearing Room, Third Floor, 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont
In attendance: Senator Ginny Lyons (Chair); Representative Tony Klein; Board Member Margaret
Cheney; Judge Robert Mello (via phone).

The meeting was called to order by Senator Lyons at 1:00 P.M.
Lou Borie, Executive Director of the Natural Resources Board, presented to the working group on the
process for citizen participation in Natural Resources Board (Act 250) proceedings.
Aaron Adler, Counsel for the Vermont Legislative Council presented to the working group on elements
of Act 174 (2016 Adj. Sess.) relevant to citizen participation in Public Service Board Proceedings.
June Tierney, General Counsel for the Public Service Board, presented to the working group on the
recommendations of the Vermont Energy Generation Siting Policy Commission and the Vermont Solar
Siting Task Force.
Following the above presentations, Senator Lyons opened the floor to members of the public in
attendance:
•
•

•
•

Greg Pierce inquired about the procedures for the public hearing scheduled for October 11.
Melanie Peyser expressed concerns about funding for landowners involved in eminent
domain proceedings before the Board and provided recommendations related to
perceptions of judicial fairness.
Steve Whittaker discussed the status of the 10-year telecommunications plan and citizen
engagement in the telecommunications sector.
Austin Davis of 350vt inquired about the definition of public good in Board processes.

The meeting adjourned at approximately 4:15 P.M.

Senator Ginny Lyons, Chair
Margaret Cheney, PSB member
Representative Tony Klein
Judge Robert Mello
Chris Recchia, Commissioner DPS

Citizen Participation in PSB Proceedings Working Group
Minutes
October 6, 2016 at 1:00 P.M.
Susan M. Hudson Hearing Room, Third Floor, 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont
In attendance: Senator Ginny Lyons; Representative Tony Klein; Commissioner Chris Recchia; Board
Member Margaret Cheney; Judge Robert Mello (via phone).

The meeting was called to order by Senator Lyons at 1:00 P.M.
The Working Group heard testimony on experience with citizen participation in Public Service Board
proceedings by the following individuals:
Nathan and Jane Palmer expressed concern that citizens are unable to utilize State of Vermont
employees as professional resources to discuss issues on proposed projects. The Palmers discussed the
investment of time and money necessary when citizen intervenors participate in PSB proceedings.
Annette Smith, on behalf of Vermonters for a Clean Environment, provided an extensive list of
recommendations to ease participation in PSB proceedings in advance of the meeting. She answered
questions and provided clarifications. Ms. Smith encouraged the use of community-based stakeholder
processes in siting renewable energy projects.
Steve Whitaker recommended that a pro se handbook be developed to assist citizens in participating in
PSB proceedings and that technology be more effectively utilized to encourage participation in PSB
processes.
Chris Campany, on behalf of the Windham Regional Commission, discussed the challenge of
participating in PSB proceedings with limited resources on a pro se basis. Mr. Campany stated that the
Commission has found the PSB to be patient with pro se intervenors and the PSD to be helpful in
understanding processes.
Dick Saudek, Esq., discussed his experiences representing towns in renewable energy project siting
matters and identified ways in which the towns are uniquely positioned to determine impacts of such
projects on their communities.
Paul Gillies, Esq., a municipal attorney, described his experience participating in PSB proceedings (he
stated that he is new to PSB processes over the past 1.5 years).

Senator Ginny Lyons, Chair
Margaret Cheney, PSB member
Representative Tony Klein
Judge Robert Mello
Chris Recchia, Commissioner DPS
Peter Zamore, Esq., discussed his perspective on citizen participation in PSB proceedings. He described
the importance of public awareness, the effect of informal involvement such as through public hearings,
and the responsibilities of formal intervention.
Rob Chapman discussed his experience participating in PSB processes and suggested that the Vermont
Access Network could assist with raising public awareness of PSB proceedings.
The meeting adjourned at approximately 4:15 P.M.

Senator Ginny Lyons, Chair
Margaret Cheney, PSB member
Representative Tony Klein
Judge Robert Mello
Chris Recchia, Commissioner DPS

Citizen Participation in PSB Proceedings Working Group
Minutes
October 20, 2016 at 1:00 P.M.
Susan M. Hudson Hearing Room, Third Floor, 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont
In attendance: Senator Ginny Lyons; Representative Tony Klein; Board Member Margaret Cheney; Judge
Robert Mello (via phone).

The meeting was called to order by Senator Lyons at 1:00 P.M.
Senator Lyons reminded the Working Group members that the topic of discussion for the meeting would
be the recommendations that will improve the ease of public participation in the PSB process.
Board Member Cheney presented suggestions to increase ease of citizen participation in PSB
proceedings. Suggestions requiring statutory changes were identified as such. Other suggestions were
considered discretionary.
Judge Mello requested additional time to review the suggestions presented by Board Member Cheney
and recommended that the Working Group revisit these suggestions, along with the public comments
received by the Working Group, at the next meeting. Senator Lyons affirmed that the Working Group
members should review the suggestions in advance of the next meeting and be prepared to identify
concerns or areas to expand upon.
The meeting adjourned at approximately 2:30 P.M.

Senator Ginny Lyons, Chair
Margaret Cheney, PSB member
Representative Tony Klein
Judge Robert Mello
Chris Recchia, Commissioner DPS

Citizen Participation in PSB Proceedings Working Group
Minutes
November 3, 2016 at 1:00 P.M.
Susan M. Hudson Hearing Room, Third Floor, 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont
In attendance: Senator Ginny Lyons; Representative Tony Klein; Board Member Margaret Cheney; Judge
Robert Mello (via phone).

The meeting was called to order by Senator Lyons at 1:00 P.M.
Senator Lyons presented a list of categories in order to classify the recommendations identified by the
Working Group.
The Working Group members continued discussions on the recommendations previously presented by
Board Member Cheney at an earlier meeting.
Judge Mello identified several conceptual recommendations and the Working Group discussed how to
incorporate these into the recommendation document.
Senator Lyons suggested adding introductory language to each category of recommendations to provide
context and intent.
Board Member Cheney proposed to present a second draft of the recommendations document at the
next meeting.
The meeting adjourned at approximately 3:00 P.M.

Senator Ginny Lyons, Chair
Margaret Cheney, PSB member
Representative Tony Klein
Judge Robert Mello
Chris Recchia, Commissioner DPS

Citizen Participation in PSB Proceedings Working Group
Minutes
November 17, 2016 at 1:00 P.M.
Susan M. Hudson Hearing Room, Third Floor, 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont
In attendance: Senator Ginny Lyons; Representative Tony Klein; Board Member Margaret Cheney; Judge
Robert Mello (via phone).

The meeting was called to order by Senator Lyons at 1:00 P.M.
The Working Group members continued discussions on the draft recommendations.
Board Member Cheney will incorporate proposed changes and share a final draft the next meeting.
The meeting adjourned at approximately 2:30 P.M.

Senator Ginny Lyons, Chair
Margaret Cheney, PSB member
Representative Tony Klein
Judge Robert Mello
Chris Recchia, Commissioner DPS

Citizen Participation in PSB Proceedings Working Group
Minutes
December 6, 2016 at 1:00 P.M.
Susan M. Hudson Hearing Room, Third Floor, 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont
In attendance: Senator Ginny Lyons; Representative Tony Klein; Board Member Margaret Cheney; Judge
Robert Mello (via phone).

The meeting was called to order by Senator Lyons at 1:00 P.M.
The Working Group members reviewed the final draft recommendations document and agreed on the
inclusion of appendices.
The Working Group members voted to approve the final draft recommendations document with minor
revisions.
The final recommendations document will be submitted to the designated legislative committees on
December 15, 2016, and posted on the PSB website.
The meeting adjourned at approximately 3:15 P.M.

Appendix C:
PSB presentation made at 8/5/16 meeting

Public Access to the Public
Service Board
1st meeting of Act 174 Working Group
August 5, 2016
Presentation by Margaret Cheney, PSB member

Outline of today’s presentation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Act 174 Working Group: membership, charge
PSB: history, structure, processes
Section 248 and other proceedings
Public access points
Changes in 15 years
PSB and DPS
Concerns we have heard
Improvements under way
2

Act 174 Working Group
Created pursuant to Act 174 of 2016, Sec. 15, with 5 members:

•
•
•
•
•

Member of PSB, appointed by the PSB Chair
Commissioner of the Department of Public Service, or designee
Judicial officer of the State, appointed by the Chief Justice
House member of Joint Energy Committee, appointed by the Speaker
Senate member of Joint Energy Committee, appointed by Committee on
Committees
3

Our charge (Act 174)
• Review current processes for citizen participation in PSB proceedings
• Make recommendations to promote increased ease of citizen participation in
those proceedings

•
•
•
•

On or before Dec. 15, 2016, submit written recommendations to Legislature
Administrative, technical, and legal assistance of PSB staff
PSB member will call 1st meeting, where Working Group will elect chair
Cease to exist on Feb. 1, 2017
4

History of the PSB, part 1
1855: Public Service Commission (PSC) created
1866: PSC receives powers of a court of record
1906: PSC has direct appellate review to Vermont Supreme Court
1959: PSC renamed Public Service Board
1967: State adopts Administrative Procedures Act
1969-70: Enactment of Act 250 and 30 VSA Section 248
1971: State adopts Vermont Civil Rules of Procedure (+ in 1983, Rules of Evidence)
1981: PSB is split into PSB and Department of Public Service
5

History of the PSB, part 2
1997: State authorizes net-metering (2001, PSB Rule 5.100 – net-metering)
2000: State creates Efficiency Vermont as a regulated utility
2005: State expands net-metering, enacts SPEED program
2006: PSB Rule 5.400 – Section 248
2009: State creates standard-offer program
2014: State expands net-metering and requires new rulemaking for 2017 forward
2015: State enacts Renewable Energy Standard (2016, expected PSB rule for RES)
6

PSB structure
• 3 Board members (1 chair and 2 members) appointed for staggered 6-year terms
through Judicial Nominating Board and gubernatorial appointment

•
•
•
•

Clerk’s office (clerk, assistant clerk, 4 administrative assistants)
Legal division (6 attorneys)
Policy division (5 people, including 3 attorneys and 1 engineer)
Financial analysis division (5 people, including chief economist, 3 utilities analysts,
and environmental analyst)

• Funded by gross receipts tax paid by Vermont utilities
7

PSB proceedings: wide range
• Siting and construction of physical facilities – electric generation plants,
electric and natural gas transmission, telecommunications

• Policy implementation (e.g., energy efficiency programs, net-metering,
standard-offer program, Renewable Energy Standard, etc.)

• Utility rates, mergers and acquisitions, service quality, authorization to
provide service, consumer complaints

8

Types of Board proceedings
• Contested cases (formal processes, parties have opportunity for evidentiary
hearing)

• Uncontested cases (more informal processes such as workshops and written
comments)

• Rulemakings (e.g., interconnection, net-metering, RES, etc.; typically 18month process with built-in opportunities for public comment and
attendance at public hearings)

9

What is Section 248?
• Requires energy, gas, and telecom developers to obtain a Certificate of Public Good
(CPG) from the PSB

• Board considers 11 statutory criteria, which incorporate environmental criteria from
Act 250, plus issues like orderly development of the region, demand for service,
system stability and reliability, economic benefit to the state, and the general public
good

• No undue adverse impact on aesthetics, historic sites, environment, health/safety
• Different pathways for different size and type of projects
10

“Full” Section 248 proceeding
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notice

ANR collateral permits, such as:

Filing

Public hearing

•
•
•
•

Discovery

Others (e.g., Army Corps of Engineers, FAA)

Pre-hearing conference
Site visit

Construction and operational stormwater
Wetlands
T&E takings
401 water quality

Evidentiary hearings
Briefs
Decision

Provides additional opportunity for public
engagement
11

Range of energy siting proceedings
• “Full” Section 248 proceedings (large projects)
• Streamlined proceedings (projects of “limited size and scope” – Section
248(j), 248(k))

• Modified review that waives certain criteria – Section 8007(a) for renewables
150 kW and smaller; Section 8007(b) for 150 kW to 2.2 MW

• Net-metering rules (in process) provide a range of pathways depending on

project size and complexity – simple 10-day “registration,” streamlined
“application” process, or more complex “petition” with potential for hearing
12

Parties to a case (status and roles)
• Automatic parties: applicant/petitioner, DPS, ANR (in siting cases), AAFM (in certain siting
cases)

• Municipalities and regional planning commissions: receive advance, pre-filing notice of siting

projects; statutory right to party status in siting cases; if do not want to be a party, can file public
comments

• Adjoining landowners: receive advance, pre-filing notice of certain net-metering projects; receive
notice of the filing of a petition for siting projects; can file public comments or motion to
intervene to participate as a party

• Members of the public: can file public comments or motion to intervene to participate as a party
• Intervenors: all parties other than automatic parties
13

Public access points
• Party to a contested case (e.g., intervenors such as adjoining landowners or
public interest groups)

• Participant in an uncontested case or rulemaking (e.g., attending a workshop,
submitting written comments)

• Public commenter in any type of case – presented in person or in writing at a
public hearing, or submitted by mail, email, or on PSB website

14

Policy directives

change in proceedings

In past 15 years:
Infrastructure siting cases from 10% of Board workload to 60%
Telecommunications applications – more than 100 per year
Net-metering applications – 20 in 2001
2,278 in FY 2016 alone
15 years ago, most citizen participation through public comments and public
hearings; complaints very rare except consumer complaints against utilities
• Today, many citizens seek to participate as parties in contested siting cases and file
more complaints alleging CPG violations

•
•
•
•

15

What’s the difference between PSB and DPS?
Public Service Board
•
•
•
•

Quasi-judicial body
Adjudicative: Decision-making authority in utility regulatory cases
Legislative: Implements new policy when directed by Legislature
Citizens participate in proceedings before the Board

16

Department of Public Service
•
•
•
•

Executive branch agency
Represents public interest in proceedings before the Board
Long-term energy and telecommunications planning for the State
Works with customers to resolve complaints about utilities (Consumer
Affairs & Public Information division)

17

2013 Energy Generation Siting Policy
Commission
• Met October 2012 – April 2013
• Summary conclusion: We need …
A siting process that is more “open, accessible, and inclusive, while also
providing greater predictability and efficiency to ensure that the best, rather than
the easiest sites are selected.”
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Concerns ID’d by Siting Commission (2013)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board’s processes are a “black box” – insufficient clarity, predictability
Lack of written information to guide a new party in lay terms
No staff member to answer simple questions on procedural matters
Paucity of checklists, standard timelines, performance standards
Not enough opportunity for public participation
Website not user-friendly
Board’s processes are lengthy and costly for all parties, including citizens
19

Improvements in the works
• All non-confidential transcripts of hearings and workshops now on website
• New clerk and deputy clerk, revising internal processes for greater efficiency in responding
•
•
•
•
•
•

to inquiries
More Board site visits in response to comments
New written information for citizens (e.g., in the proposed net-metering rule)
Templates for citizens to fill in (e.g., to become an intervenor)
Changes to processes to make it easier for citizens to participate (e.g., net-metering)
ePSB soon to be on-line
Redesigning Board website with user input via survey monkey

20

Changes in processes – for the public
Proposed net-metering rule – easier for the public:
• Requires applicants to provide more information up-front so citizens can envision
the project
• Makes it easier for a citizen to request a hearing
• Will provide forms for citizens seeking party status (also plan to do so for
non-net-metering projects)
• Includes new section for anyone who wants to review an application – step-by-step
description of the review process in plain English
• Sets forth complaint process regarding compliance with CPGs
21

Changes for towns
Proposed net-metering rule – for towns
• Monetary incentives for projects to be built in “town designated” sites
• Incentives for projects to be built on customer premises and on the built
environment – roofs, quarries, landfills, brownfields, sandpits . . . helping to ensure
“that the best, rather than the easiest sites are selected”
• Expanded requirements for 45-day advance notice to towns of all proposed projects
> 15 kW that are not roof-mounted solar or hydroelectric
• Many applications must include a response to any comments provided by towns and
adjoining landownersduring the advance-notice period
22

e-PSB is going live
• Phase I scheduled for November; Phase II for second quarter 2017
• Goal is to make it easier for regulated companies, parties to proceedings, and
members of the public to access information about Board cases

• Electronic filing, document management, case management, and public
access features

• Accessible from website; no new software required for non-Board personnel
• Specifically addresses many of the concerns with current processes
23

Improvements derived from ePSB
• Required fields will ensure that filers have provided all necessary information
• Cases will be indicated as “Under Review” until deemed administratively complete
•
•
•
•

enough to process
Determination will be made within 5 business days for most cases
If filing is incomplete, petitioner will be notified of specific deficiencies
When statute allows Board flexibility, comment periods will start after case is
deemed administratively complete
Citizens can easily access all documents and information, including case status,
schedule, information on parties, and elements of the case

24

New performance standards
For FY 2017 budget presentation, Board developed three performance standards:

• Percentage of cases resolved within established timeframes
• Based on measure recommended by National Center for State Courts, used by Vermont
judiciary

• Percentage of public inquiries satisfied
• Percentage of complaints about utility service resolved using simple, accessible
procedures

• ePSB necessary to track performance
25

Thank you

26

Appendix D:
Recordings of meetings and the public hearing are available
upon request at the PSB offices

